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Observational studies have examined the relationship between methanesulfonic acid (MSA)
measured in Antarctic ice cores and sea ice extent measured by satellites with the aim of
producing a proxy for past sea ice extent. MSA is an oxidation product of dimethylsulfide
(DMS) and is potentially linked to sea ice based on observations of very high surface seawater
DMS in the sea ice zone. Using a global chemical transport model, we present the first
modeling study that specifically examines this relationship on interannual and on glacialinterglacial time scales. On interannual time scales, the model shows no robust relationship
between MSA deposited in Antarctica and sea ice extent. We show that lifetimes of MSA
and DMS are longer in the high latitudes than in the global mean, interannual variability of
sea ice is small (<25%) as a fraction of sea ice area, and sea ice determines only a fraction
of the variability (<30%) of DMS emissions from the ocean surface. A potentially larger
fraction of the variability in DMS emissions is determined by surface wind speed (up to
46%) via the parameterization for ocean-to-atmosphere gas exchange. Furthermore, we find
that a significant fraction (up to 74%) of MSA deposited in Antarctica originates from north
of 60◦ S, north of the seasonal sea ice zone.
We then examine the deposition of MSA and non-sea-salt sulfate (nssSO2−
4 ) on glacial-

interglacial time scales. Ice core observations on the East Antarctic Plateau suggest that
MSA increases much more than nssSO2−
4 during the last glacial maximum (LGM) compared
to the modern period. It has been suggested that high MSA during the LGM is indicative of
higher primary productivity and DMS emissions in the LGM compared to the modern day.
Studies have also shown that MSA is subject to post-depositional volatilization, especially
during the modern period. Using the same chemical transport model driven by meteorology
from a global climate model, we examine the sensitivity of MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition
to differences between the modern and LGM climates, including sea ice extent, sea surface
temperatures, oxidant concentrations, and meteorological conditions. We are unable to find
a mechanism whereby MSA deposition fluxes are higher than nssSO2−
4 deposition fluxes
on the East Antarctic Plateau in the LGM compared the modern period. We conclude
that the observed differences between MSA and nssSO2−
4 on glacial-interglacial time scales
are due to post-depositional processes that affect the ice core MSA concentrations. We
can not rule out the possibility of increased DMS emissions in the LGM compared to the
modern day. If oceanic DMS production and ocean-to-air fluxes in the sea ice zone are
significantly enhanced by the presence of sea ice as indicated by observations, we suggest
that the potentially larger amplitude of the seasonal cycle in sea ice extent in the LGM
implies a more important role for sea ice in modulating the sulfur cycle during the LGM
compared to the modern period.
We then shift our focus to study the evolution of snow depth on sea ice in global climate
model simulations of the 20th and 21st centuries from the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project 5 (CMIP5). Two competing processes, decreasing sea ice extent and increasing
precipitation, will affect snow accumulation on sea ice in the future, and it is not known a
priori which will dominate. The decline in Arctic sea ice extent is a well-studied problem
in future scenarios of climate change. Moisture convergence into the Arctic is also expected
to increase in a warmer world, which may result in increasing snowfall rates. We show that
the accumulated snow depth on sea ice in the spring declines as a result of decreased ice
extent in the early autumn, in spite of increased winter snowfall rates. The ringed seal

(Phoca hispida) depends on accumulated snow in the spring to build subnivean birth lairs,
and provides one of the motivations for this study. Using an empirical threshold of 20 cm
of snow depth on level sea ice for ringed seal lair success, we estimate a decline of potential
ringed seal habitat of nearly 70%.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Sea ice plays a significant role in the climate system, especially with respect to its albedo and
associated radiative properties. The presence or absence of ice in the high latitudes provides
an important feedback to the climate system on multiple time scales, from seasonal and
interannual to glacial-interglacial time scales. Our understanding of the magnitude of these
feedbacks is generally derived from global climate model (GCM) simulations. In glacial
climate states, simulations of sea ice extent vary substantially, especially in the summer
months [Braconnot et al., 2007a; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2007]. Given the importance of sea
ice in the modern climate and the uncertainty about how it will change in the 21st century,
we look to proxies for sea ice to better understand and constrain its role in the climate
system on multiple time scales. Of several proxies that have been investigated for sea ice
— methanesulfonic acid (MSA) [e.g., Curran et al., 2003], sea salt [Wolff et al., 2003], and
sediment cores of diatoms and foraminifera [de Vernal et al., 2005; Gersonde et al., 2005]
— a reliable indicator of ice extent on large spatial scales has thus far proven elusive.
1.1

Investigations of MSA and non-sea-salt sulfate deposition in Antarctica on
multiple time scales

Methanesulfonic acid (MSA) is one of the potential sea ice proxies and is the subject of
the first part of this dissertation. MSA in ice cores from Antarctica has been investigated
for its potential as an indicator of sea ice extent over the past several decades. MSA
is an oxidation product of dimethylsulfide (DMS), which is produced by phytoplankton
throughout the worlds oceans, but with high seawater concentrations in or near the sea ice
zone [e.g., Trevena and Jones, 2006]. Curran et al. [2003] showed a convincing correlation of
winter ice exent in coastal East Antarctica with MSA concentrations at Law Dome (66◦ 46’S
112◦ 48’E 1370 m ASL) using satellite observations of ice extent. They conclude that ice
extent has declined in this region since the 1950s. Other studies, however, do not agree
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on the sign of the relationship between MSA and sea ice extent on interannual time scales
[Pasteur et al., 1995; Sun et al., 2002; Abram et al., 2007, 2010]. On longer timescales,
it has been suggested that high MSA concentrations from the East Antarctic Plateau are
indicative of greater dimethylsulfide (DMS) and/or primary productivity during the last
glacial maximaum (LGM) compared to the modern day [Legrand et al., 1991]. It has since
been shown that post-depositional effects likely modify MSA deposition [Wagnon et al.,
1999; Weller et al., 2004].
In the first part of this dissertation (Chapters 2 and 3), we investigate the relationships
between DMS emissions, MSA and non-sea-salt sulfate (nssSO2−
4 ) deposition, and sea ice
extent in a global chemical transport model to better understand the relationships shown in
the observational literature. In Chapter 2, we investigate the variability of MSA deposition
on interannual timescales for the modern period. Using meteorology from the GEOS Data
Assimilation System (DAS) to force the GEOS-Chem chemical transport model over the
period 1985-2003, we are unable to find a robust relationship in the model between MSA and
sea ice extent similar to that characterized in the observational literature. The interannual
variability in sea ice extent is small as a percentage of the total ice area, and the lifetimes of
DMS and MSA in the high latitudes are longer than the global mean lifetimes. We also find
that the net transport of DMS-derived sulfur species is northward from the sea ice zone.
The model does produce correlations of MSA with sea ice extent of the magnitude found in
the observational literature, though these correlations are not governed by the association
of DMS emissions and sea ice.
In Chapter 3, we investigate the deposition of MSA and nssSO2−
4 in Antarctica on glacialinterglacial time scales. It had been suggested that the large glacial-interglacial variation
in MSA was indicative of increased primary productivity (and hence DMS production) in
the glacial periods [Legrand et al., 1991]. The observations also suggest that the glacialinterglacial variation of MSA on the East Antarctic Plateau was of the the opposite sign of
ice core sites closer to the coast. It has since been shown, however, that MSA deposition in
low accumulation environments such as the East Antarctic Plateau (∼25-30 kg m−2 y−1 ) are
subject to the post-depositional loss through volatility [Wagnon et al., 1999; Weller et al.,
2004]. This process does not affect nssSO2−
4 [Silvente and Legrand, 1993]. Dust fluxes to the
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East Antarctic Plateau in the LGM (∼25-30 times higher in the LGM than modern day
[Fischer et al., 2007]) likely reduces the volatility of MSA during this period.
In a series of GEOS-Chem experiments forced with meteorology from the GISS-ModelE
global climate model (GCM), we explore both MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition to the East
Antarctic Plateau in comparison to ice core observations. We seek to understand two
primary questions: (1) How does the glacial–interglacial variation in MSA and nssSO2−
4
depend on the assumed DMS emissions from the sea ice zone, especially if the LGM summer
sea ice extent is much larger than the modern day? (2) How strongly do climate variations
between modern day and LGM affect the deposition of MSA and nssSO2−
4 ? We search in
particular for a mechanism in the model that contributes to a different glacial-interglacial
response in MSA than in nssSO2−
4 , namely one which causes higher MSA deposition flux in
the glacial period than the modern day, while keeping nssSO2−
4 deposition flux to remain
similar to the modern day.
We explore the first question in a series of capped and uncapped DMS emissions scenarios, where the DMS emissions are restricted and unrestricted respectively by the presence
of sea ice for the duration of the austral summer (October through March). On the East
Antarctic Plateau, we can only reproduce the sign of the glacial-interglacial variation in
snow concentration of either MSA or nssSO2−
4 when we allow DMS emissions from within
the sea ice itself. This result is consistent with more recent sea ice and SST reconstructions that indicate the Southern Ocean sea ice extent is lower than in the sea ice and SST
reconstructions used in the GCM simulations [Gersonde et al., 2005].
For the second question, we assume that DMS emissions are roughly the same in the
glacial and interglacial periods. We examine the response in MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition
fluxes as a response to glacial-interglacial differences in ocean surface wind speeds and sea
surface temperatures (SSTs) (both of which affect DMS emissions), temperature of DMS
oxidation, cloudwater pH, precipitation, and oxidation mechanism. We find no mechanism
in the model that causes the observed differences in MSA and nssSO2−
4 from the glacial to
the interglacial climates. With small variation, both MSA and nssSO2−
4 have nearly the
same response in the model to our imposed climate scenarios. We conclude that the observed glacial-interglacial variations in MSA are primarily the result of the post-depositional
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processes that occur on the East Antarctic Plateau in the modern period. The differences in
post-depositional loss of MSA between the glacial and interglacial periods make it difficult
if not impossible to interpret MSA as an indicator of changes in sea ice or in biological
activity on these time scales.
1.2

Snow depth on Arctic sea ice

Snow on sea ice plays a fundamental role in the seasonal evolution of the sea ice and its
sensitivity to climate change. Accumulated snow on sea ice also represents an important
habitat for ringed seal (Phoca hispida) in the Arctic. The National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS), under the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), prepared
an assessment [Kelly et al., 2010] of the present and future habitat of the ringed seal in
response to a petition for listing ringed seals under the Endangered Species Act (ESA, 16
U.S.C. §1531 et seq. (1973)). NMFS proposed to list the species as threatened in December
2010 (75 FR 77476, December 10, 2010), and a final decision is pending as of the publication
of this thesis in August 2012. The fate of snow on sea ice in the 21st century, with a specific
focus on how it could influence ringed seal habitat, is the subject of Chapter 4.
Since the release of the NMFS status report on the ringed seal, the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) [Taylor et al., 2012a] data have become available, which
for the first time includes snow depth accumulated on sea ice as one of the archived variables. We use CMIP5 data to examine the change in snow depth over the course of the 20th
and 21st century in the historical simulations combined with Representative Concentration
Pathway (RCP) 2.6, 4.5, and 8.5 simulations for 10 of the models. Atmospheric specific
humidity increases with warming temperatures according to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. There is net convergence of moisture into the Arctic [Cullather et al., 2000; Bengtsson
et al., 2011] and hence precipitation is expected to increase with global warming.
At the same time, sea ice extent in the Arctic is declining rapidly [Kwok and Rothrock ,
2009; Comiso et al., 2008]. It is not known a priori whether the decline in sea ice or
the increase in precipitation and snowfall will be the dominant driver of changes in snow
accumulation by the end of the 21st century. The CMIP5 models demonstrate that it is
the decline in sea ice, specifically later autumn freeze-up and the reduction in area that
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accumulates autumn and early winter snow, that drives the decline in snow depth at the
end of the boreal winter before the onset of spring ice melt.
1.3

Summary of published work

Chapters 2 and 4 have been published in the Journal of Geophysical Research-Atmospheres
[Hezel et al., 2011] and Geophysical Research Letters [Hezel et al., 2012], respectively, and
should be referenced directly. Chapter 3 is in preparation for submission to Geophysical
Research Letters. Chapter 5 summarizes the open questions related to this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
MODELED METHANESULFONIC ACID (MSA) DEPOSITION IN
ANTARCTICA AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO SEA ICE

This chapter is published as an article in the Journal of Geophysical ResearchAtmospheres, and is reproduced here by permission of the American Geophysical
Union.
Hezel, P. J., B. Alexander, C. M. Bitz, E. J. Steig, C. D. Holmes, X. Yang, and
J. Sciare (2011), Modeled methanesulfonic acid (MSA) deposition in Antarctica
and its relationship to sea ice, J. Geophys. Res., 116, D23214,
doi:10.1029/2011JD016383. c 2011 American Geophysical Union.

Abstract
Methanesulfonic acid (MSA) has previously been measured in ice cores in Antarctica as a proxy for sea ice extent and Southern Hemisphere circulation. In a series
of chemical transport model (GEOS-Chem) sensitivity experiments, we identify
mechanisms that control the MSA concentrations recorded in ice cores. Sea
ice is linked to MSA via dimethylsulfide (DMS), which is produced biologically
in the surface ocean and known to be particularly concentrated in the sea ice
zone. Given existing ocean surface DMS concentration datasets, the model does
not demonstrate a strong relationship between sea ice and MSA deposition in
Antarctica. The variability of DMS emissions associated with sea ice extent is
small (11-30%) due to the small interannual variability of sea ice extent. Wind
plays a role in the variability in DMS emissions, but its contribution relative to
that of sea ice is strongly dependent on the assumed DMS concentrations in the
sea ice zone. Atmospheric sulfur emitted as DMS from the sea ice undergoes net
transport northward. Our model runs suggest that DMS emissions from the sea
ice zone may account for 26-62% of MSA deposition at the Antarctic coast and
36-95% in inland Antarctica. Though our results are sensitive to model assumptions, it is clear that an improved understanding of both DMS concentrations
and emissions from the sea ice zone are required to better assess the impact of
sea ice variability on MSA deposition to Antarctica.
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2.1

Introduction

Methanesulfonic acid (MSA) concentrations in Antarctic ice cores are thought to be influenced by the distribution of nearby sea ice and have therefore been investigated with the
goal of producing a proxy for sea ice cover in past climates [Saigne and Legrand, 1987;
Legrand and Feniet-Saigne, 1991; Welch et al., 1993; Curran et al., 2003; Abram et al.,
2007; Mayewski et al., 2009]. MSA is one of several oxidation products of dimethylsulfide
(DMS), which originates in the atmosphere from biological production in the surface ocean.
Observations demonstrate particularly high DMS concentrations in surface seawater in the
seasonal sea ice zone around Antarctica throughout the austral spring and summer [e.g.,
Kettle et al., 1999; Tortell and Long, 2009; Gabric et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2010]. This
observed relationship constitutes the basis of the proposed link between sea ice and MSA
deposition on the Antarctic continent.
MSA concentrations in ice cores from various locations in Antarctica have shown inconsistent relationships with satellite observations of sea ice extent. Positive correlations of
MSA with nearby sea ice extent have been reported by Welch et al. [1993], Curran et al.
[2003], Foster et al. [2006], and Abram et al. [2010], with years of greater sea ice extent
inducing larger areas of high DMS production and thereby increasing MSA concentrations
in the ice core record. Using three ice cores from the Weddell Sea region, Abram et al.
[2007] found negative correlations of MSA with sea ice extent in the Weddell Sea and positive correlations of MSA with sea ice extent to the west in the Bellingshausen Sea. Pasteur
et al. [1995] and Sun et al. [2002] found negative correlations of MSA with sea ice extent at
Dolleman Island and on the Lambert Glacier respectively.
The observational literature has not yet established which processes govern MSA deposition in Antarctica and the spatial extent over which such relationships hold. In addition
to sea ice, MSA concentrations have also been linked to changes in atmospheric circulation
[e.g., Becagli et al., 2009; Fundel et al., 2006]. The extent to which MSA is influenced by
sea ice compared to atmospheric circulation may be regionally dependent. Recent studies
have questioned whether sea ice plays a significant role in measured atmospheric MSA concentrations at all. Preunkert et al. [2007] found that atmospheric concentrations of high
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DMS coincided with high MSA at Dumont D’Urville (DDU) (140◦ 1’E, 66◦ 40’S) on short
timescales (days) and was related to simultaneous high regional chlorophyll-a measured
by satellite, though they concluded that a relationship to sea ice was not straightforward.
Weller et al. [2011] compared atmospheric measurements of MSA and non-sea-salt sulfate
◦
◦
(nssSO2−
4 ) at Neumayer station (8 15’W, 70 39’S) and found no significant relationship

between these and sea ice extent or any other other climate indicators.

Nearly all of the MSA-sea ice proxy studies have compared observed MSA concentrations
in ice cores from point locations in Antarctica to satellite observations of sea ice extent
around the continent. In this study, we use a chemical transport model to examine some
of the spatial characteristics of the link between MSA and sea ice extent. The experiments
were designed to understand the impact of DMS emissions from the sea ice zone on MSA
deposition patterns in Antarctica, since modeling studies of the sulfur cycle have neglected
this important regional source [e.g., Cosme et al., 2002]. Though this sulfur source is
important to understand, more fundamental characteristics of DMS emissions and MSA
deposition in the high latitudes also emerge as a compelling story. In a series of model
simulations with the chemical transport model GEOS-Chem [Bey et al., 2001] (http://geoschem.org), we explore the sensitivity of MSA deposition in Antarctica to modification of
DMS emissions from the sea ice itself. We find that the estimates of seawater DMS emissions
play a prominent role in determining whether Antarctic sulfur deposition is dominated
by DMS emissions from the sea ice zone or by southward transport of sulfur emissions
from lower latitudes. We fail to find credible correlations between sea ice extent and MSA
deposition in Antarctica within the model given reasonable estimates of the influence of
sea ice on DMS surface concentrations. Interannual variability of DMS emissions in the
model, and hence interannual variability of MSA deposition, is not strongly influenced by
variability in sea ice extent.
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2.2

Model Description and Methods

2.2.1

Background to model simulations

Previous global sulfur cycle modeling studies ‘cap’ DMS emissions in the presence of sea ice
[e.g., Chin et al., 2000; Cosme et al., 2002], which assumes that sea ice prevents gas exchange
from the ocean, even from water among sea ice floes. Though these studies broadly capture
features of the Antarctic regional sulfur cycle including atmospheric concentrations, seasonal
cycles, and spatial gradients in deposition fluxes [Chin et al., 2000; Cosme et al., 2002, 2005;
Gondwe et al., 2004; Castebrunet et al., 2006], estimates of MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition
to the Antarctic continent miss this important regional source. Surface seawater DMS
concentrations are typically prescribed from a climatology [e.g., Kettle et al., 1999; Simo
and Dachs, 2002; Lana et al., 2011], with ocean-to-air gas exchange fluxes parameterized
based on empirical relationships with wind speed and SST [e.g., Liss and Merlivat, 1986;
Wanninkhof , 1992; Nightingale et al., 2000; Huebert et al., 2010].
Current understanding of both sea ice biology and gas exchange processes suggests that
there may be multiple ways in which the DMS source to the atmosphere is enhanced by
the presence of sea ice [Levasseur et al., 1994]. Certain high DMS-producing species, including Phaeocystis sp., are prevalent in Southern Ocean waters, including the sea ice zone
[Malin and Kirst, 1997]. Melting sea ice is thought to release nutrients that stimulate a
phytoplankton bloom near the ice edge [Curran et al., 2003, and references therein]. Algal
communities within sea ice brine pockets [Delille et al., 2007] may release dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP), a DMS precursor, to the water column; DMSP is then converted
to DMS by enzymatic cleavage of DMSP via bacterial consumption. DMS has also been
measured in pore spaces among snow crystals on sea ice [Zemmelink et al., 2008], suggesting
DMS may pass from ice to the atmosphere, and possibly from the water column through the
ice as a result of direct gas exchange [Gosink et al., 1976; Semiletov et al., 2004]. Measurements of gas exchange of oxygen and sulfur hexafluoride through laboratory sea ice suggest
that diffusion of gases through sea ice is much smaller than gas transfer to the atmosphere
through open water leads, even when the fraction of open water is less than 1% of the ice
area [Loose et al., 2011].
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We use the GEOS-Chem model version v8-01-03 for our study, at a horizontal resolution
of 2◦ latitude by 2.5◦ longitude and vertical resolution of 30 hybrid pressure-sigma levels.
GEOS-Chem is a global 3-D chemical transport model [Bey et al., 2001], driven by GEOS4 meteorological fields from the Goddard Earth Observing System of the NASA Global
Modeling and Assimilation Office [Bloom et al., 2005]. The input meteorological fields
are 3-hour averages for surface fields, 6-hour averages for upper level fields, and 6-hour
instantaneous fields for sea level and surface pressures and ice extent. Meteorological fields
are originally computed at a resolution of 1◦ latitude x 1.25◦ longitude, 55 vertical hybrid
sigma levels, and degraded to the GEOS-Chem model resolution. We use the offline-aerosol
version of GEOS-Chem, described in Park et al. [2004], which uses monthly mean oxidant
concentrations from a full-chemistry simulation. The set of simulations are described at the
end of this section, and each was begun after a 1.5 year spinup of the chemistry model.

2.2.2

Sea ice and sea surface temperature

Sea ice extent and sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are specified from NOAA Optimum
Interpolation (OI v.2) weekly fields [Reynolds et al., 2002], interpolated to 6-hour instantaneous fields at 1◦ x1◦ resolution. Sea ice in GEOS-Chem is a binary field (the ocean fraction
of a grid cell is either all ice or ice free) on the model grid. When the OI v.2 is degraded
to 2◦ x2.5◦ resolution, a grid cell is designated ‘ice’ if more than 50% of the area is covered
with ice concentration of 15% or greater.

2.2.3

Ocean-to-air DMS emissions and surface seawater DMS concentrations

Atmospheric DMS emissions from seawater are parameterized using a climatology of surface
seawater DMS concentrations [Simo and Dachs, 2002; Kettle et al., 1999; Lana et al., 2011]
combined with a sea-to-air transfer velocity computed as a function of instantaneous 10meter wind speed and SST [Nightingale et al., 2000; Huebert et al., 2010].
The Nightingale et al. [2000] parameterization is used primarily in our simulations and
specifies a quadratic dependence on wind speed, which implies more efficient gas transfer
at higher wind speeds than the linear dependence specified in the widely-used Liss and
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Merlivat [1986] parameterization. Recent measurements, however, suggest that the DMS
sea-to-air transfer velocity at medium wind speeds (4-12 m s−1 ) is at best described by
a linear dependence on wind speeds [Huebert et al., 2010]. A sensitivity test using the
Huebert et al. [2010] parameterization shows that our results are not strongly dependent on
the difference between these parameterizations.
The three DMS climatologies used in this study are from Simo and Dachs [2002], Kettle
et al. [1999], and Lana et al. [2011]. All three originate from a compilation of in situ
surface seawater DMS concentration measurements in the Global Surface Seawater DMS
Database (GSSDD, http://saga.pmel.noaa.gov/dms) begun following the publication of the
climatology by Kettle et al. [1999]. We primarily use DMS concentrations from a monthly
climatology following Simo and Dachs [2002], and present results using the other two (Kettle
et al. [1999] and Lana et al. [2011]) in sensitivity studies. Simo and Dachs [2002] determined
an empirical relationship between the seawater DMS concentrations in the GSSDD and
simultaneous measurements of chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) concentrations at the surface and the
mixed layer depth (MLD). A global DMS dataset is then derived from global datasets of Chla and MLD. We use a Simo and Dachs [2002] DMS climatology derived from Chl-a estimates
from the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) monthly climatological data
from 2001-2006 and ocean MLD monthly climatology from de Boyer-Montegut et al. [2004].
The widely-used Kettle et al. [1999] DMS dataset interpolates the GSSDD measurements
into a monthly climatology. The Lana et al. [2011] DMS climatology was constructed using
the three-fold increase in GSSDD measurements over Kettle et al. [1999] projected onto
biogeographic provinces and processed with objective techniques to obtain monthly fields.
Since SeaWiFS data do not provide reliable Chl-a estimates in areas with sea ice, persistent cloud cover or during the polar night, the Simo and Dachs [2002] DMS dataset does
not report high latitude DMS concentrations under extensive ice or cloud conditions. We
replace missing DMS concentrations in the Southern Ocean using an average of concentrations immediately to the north of the missing data. This simple fix enables the spatial
continuity of DMS emissions in the Southern Ocean without the additional impact of missing concentration values in the sea ice zone. High latitude DMS concentrations in the Simo
and Dachs [2002] DMS dataset are are below the peak in situ measurements in the GSSDD
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and hence are likely a lower bound on the true concentration fields in the sea ice zone under
extensive ice coverage.
Figure 2.1 shows the January surface seawater DMS concentrations from the Simo and
Dachs [2002], Kettle et al. [1999], and Lana et al. [2011] DMS datasets and the corresponding
mean DMS emission fluxes to the atmosphere from our simulations using the Nightingale
et al. [2000] parameterization. The interpolation of sparse spatial and temporal in situ DMS
measurements in the Kettle et al. [1999] dataset results in extensive hot-spots and strong
zonal gradients in DMS concentrations and emissions within the sea ice zone. We use the
Simo and Dachs [2002] DMS climatology in our primary simulations because it lacks this
strong zonal asymmetry in DMS concentrations.

Figure 2.1: January surface DMS concentrations (nM) from (a) Simo and Dachs [2002],
(b)Kettle et al. [1999], and (c) Lana et al. [2011] DMS datasets. January climotological
DMS emissions fluxes (µg m−2 d−1 ) in the (d) Simó and Dachs ‘capped’, (e) Kettle1999
‘capped’, and (f) Lana 2011 ‘capped’ simulations, where DMS emissions fluxes are zero
in the presence of sea ice. Scales are not linear. See Section 2.8 and Table 2.1 for the
description of the simulations.

Global DMS surface concentrations are difficult to estimate from present measurements,
as seen in the wide variation of DMS concentrations and resulting emissions in Figure
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2.1. Ecological and biogeochemical dynamics within planktonic communities also play a
significant role in determining DMS production and hence DMS emissions [Elliott, 2009;
Cameron-Smith et al., 2011]; these dynamics are not represented in the DMS seawater climatologies used in our model simulations. The use of a surface seawater DMS concentration
climatology in the model neglects any interannual variability in surface DMS concentrations, though the interannual variability of DMS emissions is approximated to some extent
via the interannual variability in SSTs and winds that govern the DMS ocean-to-air flux
parameterizations.

2.2.4

Other sulfur emissions

Natural (except DMS), anthropogenic, and biomass burning sulfur emissions are from the
Global Emissions Inventory Activity (GEIA v.1) database (http://www.geiacenter.org/).
Non-DMS emissions in all simulation years are prescribed at 1995 magnitudes to restrict
interannual sulfur cycle variability to processes associated with DMS. Volcanic emissions
are included in the GEIA as part of the natural source emissions, and include an average
of continuous volcanic emissions over 25 years plus eruptive volcanic emissions. Ship SO2
emissions follow Corbett et al. [1999]. The model does not include sea-salt sulfate emissions,
and therefore all sulfate in the model is non-sea-salt sulfate (nssSO2−
4 ).

2.2.5

DMS chemistry

The oxidative pathways of DMS are complex and not completely understood [von Glasow
and Crutzen, 2004; Lucas and Prinn, 2005] and typically are simplified in large scale models. [e.g., Chin et al., 1996; Cosme et al., 2002]. DMS is thought to be oxidized in the
atmosphere to SO2 and MSA primarily by the hydroxyl radical (OH) and the nitrate radical (NO3 ). Measurements of BrO have been shown to be high in the presence of first-year
sea ice [Wagner et al., 2007; Alvarez-Aviles et al., 2008; Simpson et al., 2007], and halogen
(BrO) chemistry is also known to play a role in DMS oxidation [Boucher et al., 2003; Read
et al., 2008]. The magnitude, variability, and relative importance of BrO is not yet well
understood. SO2 is further oxidized to sulfate and contributes the dominant fraction of
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nssSO2−
4 aerosols in remote marine locations. Sulfate has other natural and anthropogenic
origins which confound its relationship to DMS, but it is thought that MSA is a product
only of DMS oxidation. In a study of seven DMS oxidation schemes, Karl et al. [2007]
showed that the relatively simple DMS chemistry used by Chin et al. [1996] (and used in
this study) reproduced observed features of the sulfur cycle extremely well compared to
more complicated mechanisms.
The DMS-MSA chemistry in GEOS-Chem is simplified as described by Chin et al. [1996,
2000]. Yields for DMS oxidation via gas-phase reaction with OH are 100% SO2 (abstraction
channel) and 75% SO2 and 25% MSA (addition channel). The fraction of DMS oxidized
to MSA is larger in the high latitudes than globally, due to the temperature dependence of
the OH reaction. DMS reaction with NO3 in the gas phase also yields 100% SO2 , however
reaction with NO3 is limited to periods of no solar insolation. Globally, 26% of DMS
oxidation occurs via reaction with NO3 .
Gas phase DMS oxidation by BrO produces dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) which is further oxidized in the gas phase to MSA [Breider et al., 2010]. A simplified BrO oxidation
mechanism was added in a sensitivity study as:
DMS + BrO → 0.6 · SO2 + 0.4 · MSA

(2.1)

[Pham et al., 1995; Boucher et al., 2002; Chatfield and Crutzen, 1990; Breider et al., 2010]
using a pseudo-first order rate constant of k = 1.5×10−14 exp(1000/T ) [BrO] [IUPAC , 2007].
This reaction assumes all DMS is oxidized to SO2 and MSA and neglects the intermediate product dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and its deposition, since DMSO is not explicitly
included in the current model. This simplified chemistry will lead to an overestimate of
MSA produced via DMS oxidation by BrO. A simple diurnal cycle was imposed by setting
the rate constant to zero in the absence of sunlight.

2.2.6

Aerosol deposition

Wet deposition of aerosols is described by Liu et al. [2001] and includes contributions from
scavenging in convective updrafts, rainout and washout from convective anvils and large
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scale precipitation, and return to the atmosphere following re-evaporation. Dry deposition
velocities are computed with a standard resistance-in-series scheme based on Wesely [1989]
as described by Wang et al. [1998]. Since deposition processes on Antarctica occur primarily
on snow surfaces for both dry and wet deposition, sulfate deposition is calculated as the sum
of both SO2 and sulfate for both wet and dry processes. Snow concentrations of MSA and
other species are computed as

Fi
p ,

where Fi is the monthly mean deposition flux of chemical

tracer i (kg m−2 d−1 ), and p is the monthly mean precipitation (mm d−1 ). Seasonal and
yearly averages of MSA snow concentration are computed as precipitation-weighted means.

2.2.7

Meteorology

Figure 2.2 shows GEOS-4 annual precipitation (mm yr−1 water equivalent) in Antarctica
with maximum values (400-1000 mm yr−1 ) at the coast decreasing inland (10-100 mm yr−1 ).
Comparison of GEOS-4 precipitation rates for Antarctica with those from Monaghan et al.
[2006] reveal no significant bias. Monaghan et al. [2006] derived a 50-year time series of
snowfall accumulation over Antarctica by combining model simulations and observations
primarily from ice cores. Bloom et al. [2005] evaluated the GEOS-4 analysis data set compared to observations and other reanalysis products and note an underestimation by up to
a factor of two in precipitation of the Southern Hemisphere extratropics (30-60◦ S) and a
high bias in zonal austral summer winds in the Southern Ocean (40-60◦ S).
We also conduct a sensitivity study with GEOS-5 meteorology data, which has higher
boundary layer resolution than GEOS-4. We examine whether the reduced boundary layer
resolution of GEOS-4 overestimates transport out of the boundary layer into the free troposphere. GEOS-5 also corrects some of the low bias in precipitation in the Southern Ocean,
with increases of 25-100% over GEOS-4 precipitation in the 30-60◦ S region. Antarctic continental precipitation, however, is lower in GEOS-5 compared to GEOS-4. In most locations
in Antarctica precipitation is within 25% of GEOS-4 values, though in some sections of West
Antarctica precipitation is lower by 50% in the GEOS-5 data. The effects of the GEOS-5
meteorology on our simulations are discussed in detail in Section 4.7, but the sensitivity
study indicates that the choice of meteorological input does not change our conclusions.
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Figure 2.2: Mean annual precipitation rate (mm yr−1 water equivalent) from GEOS-4
meteorological fields.

We use the GEOS-4 meteorology for our primary simulations because of the longer time
period over which meteorological data is available for GEOS-Chem (1985-2006 for GEOS-4,
compared to 2004-present for GEOS-5).
2.2.8

Simulations

As in most sulfur models, GEOS-Chem implements a ‘cap’ associated with gas exchange
through the sea ice, and therefore assumes that DMS emissions are zero within the sea ice
by default. We experiment with relaxing this condition in our scenarios, whereby we use
the same gas transfer parameterization over sea ice as over open ocean. We assume that the
gas transfer parameterization over sea ice is appropriate for the sea ice fraction as well as
open water among sea ice floes, which may not be realistic [e.g., Loose et al., 2011]. This is,
however, useful as a first order determination of the influence of DMS emissions from within
the sea ice itself. In three model scenarios we vary the DMS concentrations in the presence
of sea ice from October through March. The ‘capped’ scenario uses this default cap on DMS
emissions in the presence of sea ice in all months. The ‘uncapped’ scenario removes the cap
from October through March, effectively removing the influence of sea ice on DMS fluxes
from the ocean except via the influence of sea ice on SST. A third scenario is an ‘enhanced’
run where the surface DMS concentration is set to 6 nM wherever sea ice is present from
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October through March. Figure 2.3 illustrates the DMS concentrations imposed in the sea
ice in each of these scenarios. We also examine the difference between the uncapped and
capped runs to examine the impact of DMS emissions only from within the sea ice.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of seawater DMS concentrations applied in the sea ice zone for
each of the scenarios. (Top) DMS concentrations for the DMS dataset are applied to the
open ocean and the sea ice in the UNCAPPED scenario (solid red), with no influence of
sea ice. For the CAPPED scenario, DMS concentrations are set to 0 (dash red). In the
ENHANCED scenario, DMS concentrations are set to a scalar value above the mean DMS
concentrations of the ice extent (fine dash red). (Bottom) The difference (UNCAPPED
minus CAPPED) between two scenarios allows evaluation of effect of DMS concentrations
of the DMS dataset from within sea ice only (red dot-dot-dash). In all simulations, the sea
ice expands and retreats through its seasonal cycle (between maximum and minimum ice
extent). Each scenario is applied for the to the sea ice extent at each point in time for the
months October-March. All simulations have a ’capped’ scenario for April-September.

Table 2.1 summarizes all simulations discussed in the paper. Our primary simulations use
the Simo and Dachs [2002] DMS climatology with the Nightingale et al. [2000] gas transfer
parameterization under the capped, uncapped, and enhanced scenarios as described above.
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These are referred to in the text below as ‘Simó and Dachs capped’, ‘Simó and Dachs
uncapped’, etc. The Simo and Dachs [2002] DMS dataset has a mean DMS concentration
from October-March over the climatological sea ice area of 1.2 nM, with a peak concentration
of 2.0 nM in January. The 6 nM concentration is thus 5 times larger than the October-March
mean of the uncapped run. We compute the difference between the uncapped and capped
and the enhanced and capped model scenarios to isolate the effect of DMS emissions from
within sea ice itself. The Simó and Dachs capped, uncapped, and enhanced simulations are
run for 17 years from July 1985 through June 2004 after a 1.5 year spin up, excluding the
period July 1997 through June 1999. This overlaps the period of satellite observations of
sea ice as well as several ice core records of MSA concentrations.
To determine appropriate DMS concentrations to use in sea ice in the enhanced simulation, we consulted DMS surface concentration measurements from the Global Surface
Seawater DMS Database. When averaged into monthly 5◦ zonal bands between 60◦ S and
75◦ S, monthly median concentrations in each band range between 1-7 nM over the course
of the austral summer. Regions of very high median DMS concentration (>10 nM) in the
Weddell and Ross Seas near their respective ice shelves were excluded. Though the observed
monthly median values exhibit a seasonal cycle, a constant value of 6 nM was prescribed
in the enhanced simulation for October through March. These prescribed concentrations
are low compared to the range of DMS seawater measurements associated with the seasonal
sea ice zone [e.g., Jones et al., 2010], but they are enhanced compared to the mean values
contained in the Simo and Dachs [2002] DMS dataset as noted above, and are therefore
useful in evaluating the sensitivity of MSA deposition to DMS emissions from the sea ice
itself. In the capped run, over 56% and up to 90% of the annual MSA deposited at each
spatial location in Antarctica occurs between October and March, forming the basis of the
seasonality in modified DMS concentrations.
In addition to the 17-year Simó and Dachs simulations described above, several other
sensitivity runs were completed to examine our results with different DMS concentrations
and gas flux parameterizations (See Table 2.1). Simulations using the Kettle et al. [1999]
DMS dataset and the Nightingale et al. [2000] emissions parameterization were each run
for six years to understand the sensitivity of our results to the specific DMS concentration

Table 2.1: Summary of simulations and sensitivity simulations discussed in the text.
Simulation name

DMS conc in ice

Simó and Dachs capped
Simó and Dachs uncapped

0
Oct-Mar: Dataset;
Apr-Sep: 0
Oct-Mar: 6 nM;
Apr-Sep: 0

Simó and Dachs enhanced

Huebert2010 capped
Huebert2010 uncapped
BrO capped
BrO uncapped
GEOS-5 capped
GEOS-5 uncapped
Kettle1999 capped
Kettle1999 uncapped
Lana2011 capped
Lana2011 uncapped

0
Oct-Mar: Dataset;
Apr-Sep: 0
0
Oct-Mar: Dataset;
Apr-Sep: 0
0
Oct-Mar: Dataset;
Apr-Sep: 0
0
Nov-Mar: Dataset;
Apr-Oct: 0
0
Oct-Mar: Dataset;
Apr-Sept: 0

DMS dataseta DMS emissions
Simulation length
Sensitivity test of
parameterizationa
SD2002
N2000
17 years (7/1985-6/2004)b
SD2002
N2000
17 years (7/1985-6/2004)b
SD2002

N2000

17 years (7/1985-6/2004)b

SD2002
SD2002

H2010
H2010

3 yrs (7/1985-6/1988)
3 yrs (7/1985-6/1988)

Emissions linear with windspeed
Emissions linear with windspeed

SD2002
SD2002

N2000
N2000

3 yrs (7/1985-6/1988)
3 yrs (7/1985-6/1988)

BrO oxidation mechanism
BrO oxidation mechanism

SD2002
SD2002

N2000
N2000

2 yrs (7/2005-6/2007)
2 yrs (7/2005-6/2007)

GEOS-5 meteorological dataset
GEOS-5 meteorological dataset

K1999
K1999

N2000
N2000

6 yrs (7/1985-6/1991)
6 yrs (7/1985-6/1991)

Alternate DMS dataset
Alternate DMS dataset

L2011
L2011

N2000
N2000

3 yrs (7/1985-6/1988)
3 yrs (7/1985-6/1988)

Alt. DMS dataset emissions only
Alt. DMS dataset emissions only

a

Abbreviations as SD2002: Simo and Dachs [2002]; N2000: Nightingale et al. [2000]; H2010: Huebert et al. [2010]; K1999:Kettle et al. [1999]; L2011:
Lana et al. [2011].
b
Data from July 1997-June 1999 was excluded from the analysis because an error in regridding GEOS-4 surface precipitation and specific humidity
tendency fields for GEOS-Chem.
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dataset (Kettle1999 capped and Kettle1999 uncapped). The sensitivity of our results to
the DMS flux parameterization was investigated using the Huebert et al. [2010] parameterization, which describes a linear function of DMS emissions with wind speed (Huebert2010
capped and Huebert2010 uncapped). A BrO sensitivity study was conducted by implementing a simplified BrO oxidation mechanism (described in Section 2.2.5) and utilizing
monthly mean BrO fields from Holmes et al. [2010] and Yang et al. [2005] (BrO capped
and BrO uncapped). The BrO sensitivity study includes capped and uncapped simulations
using the Simo and Dachs [2002] surface ocean DMS concentrations and the Nightingale
et al. [2000] gas transfer parameterization. A sensitivity experiment was performed using
the GEOS-5 meteorological data in order to investigate the dependence of our results on
the boundary layer resolution and other meteorological input fields (GEOS-5 capped and
GEOS-5 uncapped). Finally, the Lana et al. [2011] DMS surface seawater climatology was
used to estimate the set of both capped and uncapped DMS emissions using the Nightingale
et al. [2000] gas transfer parameterization and the GEOS-4 meteorology fields (Lana2011
capped and Lana2011 uncapped). We find that emissions using the Simo and Dachs [2002]
and Kettle et al. [1999] DMS datasets bracket DMS emissions obtained using Lana et al.
[2011], and results of a chemistry simulation with the Lana et al. [2011] DMS climatology
would yield little new information to our analysis here.

2.3
2.3.1

Model evaluation
Global sulfur budget

Table 2.2 compares the annual global sulfur budget for the capped simulation with other
published estimates of the global sulfur cycle. Annual DMS emissions of 23.6 Tg S yr−1
using the Simo and Dachs [2002] DMS dataset and the Nightingale et al. [2000] emissions
parameterization are within the range of estimates of 10-40 Tg S y−1 summarized in Penner
et al. [2001]. We note that the Simo and Dachs [2002] DMS dataset results in larger global
DMS emissions than both the Kettle et al. [1999] DMS dataset (19.6 Tg S y−1 ) and the
Lana et al. [2011] DMS dataset (22.2 Tg S y−1 ) under a capped sea ice emissions scenario.
Global DMS emissions are larger in our simulations than estimates made with the widely-
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used Liss and Merlivat [1986] parameterization for sea-to-air flux [Kettle and Andreae, 2000;
Nightingale et al., 2000], as a result of the greater sensitivity to higher wind speeds in the
Nightingale parameterization. Lifetimes are calculated as mean burden divided by the sum
of the loss processes (i.e., chemical loss for lifetimes of DMS, and deposition for MSA).
Global annual lifetimes of DMS and MSA are 1.8 and 6.7 days for the capped run. These
estimates are comparable to other published estimates of the lifetime of both MSA and
DMS [e.g., Faloona, 2009; Spracklen et al., 2005; Berglen et al., 2004; Chin et al., 2000].
Global budgets of SO2 and SO2−
4 also compare well to previously published estimates.
Emissions of DMS from within sea ice have only a modest effect on the global sulfur
budget, and ‘capping’ emissions in the presence of sea ice has likely been appropriate in
studies of the global sulfur cycle. The increases in global sulfur emissions in the Simó and
Dachs uncapped and enhanced DMS runs over the capped run are 0.05 Tg S y−1 (<1%) and
0.31 Tg S y−1 (1.4%) respectively; these increases are less than the magnitude of interannual
variability of global DMS emissions (∼1 Tg S y−1 ) caused by variability in wind speeds and
SSTs. The increase in global DMS emissions in the Kettle1999 uncapped run compared to
the capped run is also small (0.36 Tg S y−1 , or 1.8%).

2.3.2

Comparison of modeled and observed atmospheric concentrations

We compared the modeled atmospheric concentrations of MSA, nssSO2−
4 , and DMS at
Antarctic locations where observational data exist. Figure 2.4 shows modeled monthly mean
◦
◦
concentrations of MSA, nssSO2−
4 and DMS at Dumont D’Urville (DDU) (140 1’E, 66 40’S)

compared to observations [Minikin et al., 1998; Preunkert et al., 2008]. The modeled and
observed high-latitude atmospheric MSA and nssSO2−
4 concentrations at the surface exhibit
a maximum in austral summer and minimum in austral winter (Figure 2.4a and 2.4b). The
seasonal maximum in MSA is broad in both observations and the model, showing high MSA
values (16-18 ppt) lasting from late summer through autumn. The winter minimum (2-3
ppt), however, is shorter in the model than in observations, with modeled concentrations
increasing earlier (in August) than observations after the winter minimum. The Kettle1999
capped simulation overestimates the summer MSA maximum by a factor of 3 and does not
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Table 2.2: Annual global sulfur budget for Simó and Dachs capped
run compared to global sulfur budgets summarized in other studies.
Uncertainties are one standard deviation of annual global means over
17 years of simulation.
Capped run
Mean ± 1σ

Published range
Min - Max

Total Sulfur Emissions (Tg S y−1 )
DMS oceanic emissions

97.3 ± 0.8
23.6 ± 0.9

83 - 124.6a
10.7 - 27.9b

Total Sulfur Deposition (Tg S y−1 )
SO2 dry deposition
SO2 wet deposition
Sulfate dry deposition
Sulfate wet deposition
MSA dry deposition
MSA wet deposition

95.2 ± 0.7
30.7 ± 0.4
14.9 ± 0.3
6.0 ± 0.1
41.5 ± 0.8
0.2 ± 0.0
1.9 ± 0.1

82.3 - 95.6c
23 - 55a
0.2 - 19.9a
3.2 - 17b
24.7 - 74.1b

Burden (Tg S)
SO2
Sulfate
DMS
MSA

0.36
0.60
0.11
0.04

±
±
±
±

0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00

0.2 - 0.68a
0.5 - 0.96c
0.02 - 0.15a
0.02 - 0.03a

Lifetime (days)
SO2
Sulfate
DMS
MSA

1.46
4.66
1.77
6.71

±
±
±
±

0.02
0.12
0.04
0.35

0.6 - 5.3a
3.4 - 7.2b
0.5 - 3a
5.6 - 18.5a

a
b
c

Summarized in Faloona [2009].
Summarized in Spracklen et al. [2005].
Summarized in Berglen et al. [2004].
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capture the late summer peak, but better simulates the timing of the rise in concentrations
after summer and into the spring season than the Simó and Dachs capped simulation.
Modeled nssSO2−
4 concentrations match the observations at DDU well, capturing both the
magnitude and timing of the seasonal cycle through both the summer and winter (Figure
2.4b). The Kettle1999 capped simulation overestimates the magnitude of the nssSO2−
4
summer peak but captures the winter minimum quite well. Kettle and Andreae [2000]
corrected some of the errors associated with the DMS concentrations at high latitudes in
the Kettle et al. [1999] DMS dataset that lead to the very large austral summer peaks in
MSA and nssSO2−
4 .
Similar characteristics are found in comparisons of modeled MSA and nssSO2−
4 to station
observations for Halley (26◦ 19’W, 75◦ 35’S), Mawson (62◦ 30’E, 67◦ 36’S), Neumayer (8◦ 15’W,
70◦ 39’S), and Palmer stations (64◦ 03’W, 64◦ 46’S) (not shown) [Minikin et al., 1998; Savoie
et al., 1993]. In all cases, the comparison of modeled MSA and nssSO2−
4 to observations is
similar to that at DDU. Modeled MSA concentrations increase earlier in springtime (August)
than in observations, reach summer maxima in February-March, and overestimate winter
minima.
Figure 2.4c shows surface DMS concentrations at DDU in the model compared to observations [Preunkert et al., 2008]. Modeled summer values at DDU show reasonable agreement
with observations (within a factor of 3), but winter values are substantially overestimated.
The buildup of DMS in the high latitudes in the austral winter is related to the lack of a
chemical sink in the model, due to the lack of a local source of NOx (leading to low NO3 )
and the lack of available sunlight (leading to low OH). Owing to the low solubility of DMS,
its depositional sink is insignificant, even in winter.
Gas- and aqueous-phase oxidation of DMS by O3 , not included in GEOS-Chem, has
been shown by Boucher et al. [2003] to be important in the high latitudes. Aqueous and
gas phase oxidation of DMS by O3 has been estimated to account for 30-40% of the annual
DMS oxidation over the Southern Ocean and Antarctica though it contributes only up to
6% of oxidation of DMS globally. Though no seasonal figures are shown in Boucher et al.
[2003], gas- and aqueous-phase DMS oxidation by O3 contributes little to DMS oxidation
at low and mid latitudes, and therefore likely contributes little in the high latitude austral
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Figure 2.4: Annual cycle of (a) MSA concentrations (ppb) (b) nssSO2−
4 concentrations (ppb)
and (c) DMS concentrations (ppb) at the surface at Dumont D’Urville (140◦ 1’E, 66◦ 40’S).
The monthly mean (solid line) and minima/maxima (shaded) for the Simó and Dachs capped
simulation from the 17 year run are shown with the Kettle1999 capped monthly mean for
the 6 year run (dashed line). Observations are shown as open squares with the standard
deviation as reported by Preunkert et al. [2008]; Minikin et al. [1998].
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summer when OH and NO3 dominate DMS oxidation. This suggests that oxidation by
gas- and aqueous- phase O3 dominates in the high latitude austral winter due to the lack
of other oxidants. Barnes et al. [2006] outlines an argument for the importance of this
oxidation pathway in global sulfur models, and its absence likely explains the discrepancy
in the modeled seasonality of atmospheric DMS concentrations at high southern latitudes.

Our analysis of model results is restricted to the austral spring and summer months of
October-March, and therefore the high winter bias in atmospheric concentrations of both
DMS and MSA at high latitude stations has little impact on our results. The lifetimes of
both DMS and MSA are relatively short (4.7 and 10.9 days for DMS and MSA calculated for
September-November) in the early spring south of 60◦ S, and therefore the high winter DMS
concentrations have little effect on October-March MSA deposition. Modeled OctoberMarch DMS and MSA atmospheric concentrations agree with the observations within a
factor of 2 and 3 respectively.

We also compared the model to observations of atmospheric DMS at the lower-latitude
stations of Cape Grim (144◦ 41’E, 40◦ 41’S) and Amsterdam Island (77◦ 30’E, 37◦ 50’S), shown
in Figure 2.5 [Ayers et al., 1995; Sciare et al., 2000]. Observations at both of these sites
show a clear austral summer maximum and winter minimum. There is no clear seasonal
cycle in the model at Cape Grim in the Simo and Dachs capped simulation owing to the lack
of seasonal cycle in the DMS emissions from the Simo and Dachs [2002] DMS dataset. The
Kettle1999 capped simulation captures the observed seasonal cycle reasonably well, which
reflects the seasonal cycle in modeled DMS emissions in that region. At Amsterdam Island,
neither DMS climatology results in the capture of the observed seasonal cycle, which again
reflects local model DMS emissions. This comparison of Cape Grim and Amsterdam Island
illustrates that the atmospheric DMS concentrations depend strongly on the seawater DMS
climatology. A comprehensive set of measurements of DMS seawater concentration, DMS
emissions, and DMS and MSA surface air concentration would be extremely valuable for
further assessing the model, even if only at a few locations.
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Figure 2.5: Annual cycle of DMS concentrations (ppb) at the surface at (a) Cape Grim
(144◦ 41’E, 40◦ 41’S) and (b) Amsterdam Island (77◦ 30’E, 37◦ 50’S). Lines and symbols are
the same as in figure 2.4. Observations for Cape Grim are from Ayers et al. [1995]; error
bars indicate the spread of measurements in Ayers et al. [1995], Fig 3. Observations from
Amsterdam Island cover the period 1987-2010 following the protocols reported by Sciare
et al. [2000]. Error bars indicate the standard deviation in monthly means.
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2.3.3

Mean MSA deposition fluxes and snow concentrations

Figure 2.6 shows the 17-year mean MSA deposition flux from October-March near Antarctica for the Simo and Dachs capped run. Modeled mean MSA deposition fluxes exhibit
a strong gradient from the coast decreasing inland in Antarctica, similar to the gradient
shown in the mean annual precipitation in Figure 2.2. MSA deposition fluxes are dominated
by wet deposition processes at locations covering 82% of the Antarctic land area, and MSA
deposition fluxes are strongly correlated with precipitation (r 2 =0.78) in the Simó and Dachs
capped run in Antarctica.

Figure 2.6: (a) Mean MSA deposition flux (µg S m−2 d−1 ) for October-March from the
capped run. (b) Standard deviation (unitless) of MSA deposition flux, normalized by (a).

Figure 2.7 shows the 17-year mean MSA snow concentration from October-March in
Antarctica, compared to spring, summer, and annual measurements of MSA concentrations
in ice cores and snow pits compiled from 520 sites by Bertler et al. [2005]. Modeled snow
concentrations of MSA are of the same order of magnitude as measured snow pit and ice
core measurements, though on average they are overestimated in the model by up to a
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factor of 5 at the coasts in the modeled annual mean concentrations. Snow concentration
measurements exhibit an increasing gradient from the coast toward the interior of the East
Antarctic Plateau, due to a decreasing snow accumulation gradient inland from the coast in
the same region (Figure 2.2). This increasing gradient is captured by the model. The lower
precipitation rate causes a shift toward an increased fraction of MSA loss via dry deposition
in inland Antarctica. Post-depositional processes such as surface snow redistribution and
intra-seasonal diffusion of MSA peaks within firn [Weller et al., 2004; Wagnon et al., 1999]
are not incorporated into the model. The observations in Figure 2.7 include both surface
snow and ice core concentrations and may be influenced by post-depositional processes.
In general these processes need to be understood well enough to interpret longer ice core
records, but they are not relevant for the idealized analysis in our study.

Figure 2.7: (a) Mean MSA snow concentration (ppb) for October-March from the capped
run. Filled circles are MSA concentration measurements compiled from snow and ice chemistry at 520 sites across Antarctica by Bertler et al. [2005]. (b) Normalized standard deviation of MSA snow concentration (unitless). Values are displayed over the ocean as well as
land to understand the spatial patterns, even though rainfall/snowfall does not accumulate
over the ocean.
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2.4

Results

2.4.1

Relationship between sea ice extent and MSA snow concentrations and MSA deposition flux

To mimic the analysis that is frequently done with MSA concentrations recorded in ice
cores to find patterns of correlation with nearby sea ice extent, we create two MSA-sea
ice metrics – correlation of each of the time series of MSA snow concentration and MSA
deposition flux at one location in the model with sea ice extent around the continent. We
correlate each MSA time series with the time series of the latitude of sea ice extent averaged
in 15◦ longitudinal sectors around the continent. If the sea ice exerts sufficient influence
on DMS emissions, we expect negative correlation coefficients in both MSA-sea ice metrics
for nearby sea ice extent in the Simó and Dachs capped run. We isolate the effect of DMS
emissions from the sea ice itself and also compute the MSA-sea ice metrics for the difference
between the Simó and Dachs uncapped and capped scenarios, for which we expect positive
correlation coefficients for nearby sea ice extent given that this isolates DMS emissions from
the sea ice.
Figure 2.8a presents the MSA-sea ice metrics for a coastal area between 20◦ E and 35◦ E
as an example of a location in the model that demonstrates relatively strong correlation
coefficients compared to other locations. In the Simó and Dachs capped run, we find correlation coefficients for MSA snow concentration with sea ice in 15◦ sectors in the range of
r=–0.75 to +0.75, and for MSA deposition flux with sea ice in the same sectors in the range
of r=–0.4 to +0.4, as shown in Figure 2.8a. The magnitude of the modeled correlation
coefficients are similar to the observations [e.g., Curran et al., 2003; Abram et al., 2007].
We expect the strongest negative correlation coefficients between the model MSA deposition
flux/snow concentration and sea ice extent in adjacent sectors and/or upwind given the prevailing Southern Ocean westerlies and southeastward-moving storm tracks [e.g., Yuan et al.,
2009]. However, we find no consistency in the pattern or sign of correlation coefficients for
this location in the Simó and Dachs capped run. The same MSA-sea ice metrics computed
for the Simó and Dachs uncapped run (not shown) are similar in sign and magnitude, yet the
Simó and Dachs uncapped runs by design eliminate any mechanistic relationship between
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sea ice extent and MSA in Antarctica.

Figure 2.8: Correlation coefficients between sea ice extent for each point around the Antarctic continent and MSA snow concentration (solid line) and MSA deposition flux (dashed
line) at a single location for the capped run (a) and difference between the uncapped and
capped runs (b). Antarctica is shown as a shaded region along the x-axis for reference. Sea
ice extent was averaged over 15◦ sectors, and MSA snow concentration / deposition flux
was averaged over the region 20◦ E-35◦ E, between the coast and 74◦ S (dark shading).

Figure 2.8b shows same MSA-sea ice metrics for the difference between the Simó and
Dachs uncapped and capped runs. The correlation coefficients are of magnitudes similar
to those found for the Simó and Dachs capped run, yet again the pattern is inconsistent
with our expectations. The correlation coefficients are near zero between MSA deposition
flux / snow concentration and the adjacent sea ice extent. Positive correlation coefficients
occur too far to the west of the selected location to indicate significant influence of sea ice
on MSA.
Examination of the same MSA-sea ice metrics from other locations on Antarctica yield
similar magnitudes of correlation coefficients between MSA deposition flux / snow concentration and sea ice extent, but no physically credible explanations. In the remainder of the
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paper, we seek to understand why no sea ice-MSA relationship is apparent in the model,
and focus on the relationship between sea ice extent and DMS emissions. We discuss fundamental differences between the global and high-latitude sulfur budgets that lead to longer
DMS and MSA lifetimes, determine the zonal deposition pattern of sulfur species (SO2 ,
nssSO2−
4 , MSA) originating from the sea ice (from the difference between the uncapped and
capped runs), and estimate the fraction of Antarctic MSA that originates in the Southern
Ocean south of 60◦ S. We also estimate the relative contribution of the variability in sea ice
extent and wind speed to variability in DMS emissions.

2.4.2

Regional sulfur budget

We consider the regional sulfur budget for October-March to examine how the southern highlatitudes deviate from global averages. Table 2.3 shows the October-March DMS emissions
south of 60◦ S and MSA deposition on the Antarctic continent for all simulations. We find
that DMS emissions in the region south of 60◦ S increase by 13% and 79% in the Simó and
Dachs uncapped and enhanced runs over the capped run, respectively. MSA deposition to
Antarctica, however, increases by only 4% and 19% respectively. DMS emissions from sea
ice have a large effect on regional sulfur emissions; however, the MSA deposition to the
Antarctic continent does not increase proportionally.
In the capped simulation, the October-March DMS lifetime south of 60◦ S (4.0 days) is
about three times greater than the global mean (1.3 days) due to lower oxidant concentrations in the high latitudes. The October-March lifetime of MSA south of 60◦ S is 9.2
days compared to 6.7 days for the global mean. The lower scavenging efficiency at colder
temperatures and lower precipitation rates on Antarctica lead to the longer MSA lifetime.
The lengthening of both the MSA and DMS lifetimes in the high southern latitudes implies an increased potential for long range transport of chemical species in the region and
smoothing of any local DMS signal in MSA deposition patterns. The lengthening of DMS
and MSA lifetimes at high latitudes is not present in the BrO sensitivity simulations (See
Section 4.6), suggesting that this is dependent on our understanding of the high-latitude
oxidation mechanism of DMS. Lifetimes for the Simó and Dachs uncapped and enhanced
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Table 2.3: Total DMS emissions for south of 60◦ S and total MSA deposition to Antarctica.
All values represent the total for October-March.
Simulation

DMS
DMS dataseta Emissionsa
parameterization
emissions

Antarctica
MSA
deposition
(Gg S)b
15.3 ± 1.5
16.0 ± 1.6
19.1 ± 1.7

Simó and Dachs capped
Simó and Dachs uncapped
Simó and Dachs enhanced

SD2002
SD2002
SD2002

N2000
N2000
N2000

(Gg S)b
361 ± 26
409 ± 29
646 ± 44

Sensitivity simulations
Huebert2010 capped
Huebert2010 uncapped

SD2002
SD2002

H2010
H2010

281 ± 20c
328 ± 23c

9.8 ± 1.0c
10.4 ± 1.0c

BrO capped
BrO uncapped

SD2002
SD2002

N2000
N2000

366 ± 26c
417 ± 29c

19.6 ± 2.3
21.0 ± 2.2

GEOS-5 capped
GEOS-5 uncapped

SD2002
SD2002

N2000
N2000

333 ± 24c
396 ± 28c

4.9 ± 0.5c
5.3 ± 0.5c

Kettle1999 capped
Kettle1999 uncapped

K1999
K1999

N2000
N2000

1026 ± 38
1351 ± 72

24.0 ± 2.8
29.5 ± 3.3

Lana2011 capped
Lana2011 uncapped

L2011
L2011

N2000
N2000

769 ± 54c
976 ± 68c

—d
—d

a

Abbreviations as SD2002:Simo and Dachs [2002]; N2000: Nightingale et al. [2000]; H2010:Huebert et al.
[2010]; K1999:Kettle et al. [1999]; L2011:Lana et al. [2011].
b
Emissions fluxes and deposition fluxes are time and spatially integrated over the 6 month period OctoberMarch.
c
Uncertainties estimated at same percentage as capped run.
d
Lana2011 simulations were conducted to estimate DMS emissions in GEOS-Chem only.
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runs are not significantly different in the southern high latitudes from those of the Simó and
Dachs capped run. Regional lifetimes in the GEOS-5 sensitivity simulations are different
from the GEOS-4 simulations and are discussed in more detail below, but lead to the same
conclusions.

2.4.3

Distribution of MSA deposition from DMS emissions in sea ice

Figure 2.9 shows the zonal distributions of DMS emissions from the sea ice and sulfur
deposition (sum of SO2 , nssSO2−
4 , and MSA) calculated from the difference between the
Simó and Dachs uncapped and capped runs. Net transport of sulfur species from the sea
ice zone is northward. The DMS emissions distribution peaks at 66◦ S, but sulfur deposition
peaks at 60◦ S, with roughly half of the deposition to the north of 60◦ S. Of the sulfur emitted
from the sea ice (i.e., in the difference between the Simó and Dachs uncapped and capped
simulations), only 7.7% is deposited on the Antarctic continent. This ranges from as low as
4.1% for the GEOS-5 sensitivity simulations to as high as 9.6% in the Kettle1999 sensitivity
simulations.

Figure 2.9: The fraction of DMS emitted at each latitude relative to the total DMS emissions
for October through March from the difference between the Simó and Dachs uncapped and
capped runs (solid line). The fraction of sulfur deposition at each latitude relative to the
total sulfur deposition (dashed line). Sulfur deposition includes the sum of SO2 , nssSO2−
4 ,
and MSA, and is conserved with respect to DMS emissions in the difference between the
uncapped and capped runs.
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Figure 2.10 shows the mean October-March MSA snow concentrations resulting from
DMS emissions only from the sea ice (uncapped minus capped) and the fraction this contributes to the uncapped simulation ( [uncapped – capped]/uncapped ) in both the Simó
and Dachs and the Kettle1999 simulations. In the Simó and Dachs uncapped run, DMS
emissions from the sea ice zone are small, so only a small fraction of the MSA deposited on
Antarctica comes from DMS emitted in the sea ice at any given continental location (Figure
2.10a and 2.10b). The hot-spots of DMS concentration in the Kettle99 uncapped run (See
Figure 2.1b) translate to a greater contribution from sea ice to MSA deposition in Antarctica, especially in the Ross Sea sector (Figure 2.10c and 2.10d). The relative importance of
MSA derived from DMS in sea ice to total MSA snow concentrations is highly dependent
upon seawater DMS concentrations within the sea ice zone, but in all simulations represents
<25% of total MSA deposition throughout most of Antarctica.

Figure 2.10: (a) MSA snow concentration (ppb) from DMS emissions in the sea ice zone
(difference between the Simó and Dachs uncapped and capped runs), and (b) fraction of
MSA deposition originating from the sea ice in the Simó and Dachs uncapped run. (c) and
(d) are the same as (a) and (b) for the Kettle1999 uncapped and capped simulations.
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Interannual variability in circumpolar sea ice extent in the Southern Ocean has been
shown by Zwally et al. [2002] to be on the order of 8% (1%) of the summer (winter) mean
areal extent, with maximum variability by sector of 25% in the summer extent in the
Ross Sea (160◦ E-60◦ W) and 11% in winter in the Bellingshausen/Amundsen Seas (130◦ 60◦ W). Absent a mechanism whereby the interannual signal of sea ice on DMS emissions
is amplified, we would expect interannual variation in DMS emissions associated with the
variation in sea ice to be commensurate with interannual variation in sea ice extent. Given
the relatively small fractional contribution of sea ice to MSA deposition at most locations
on the continent (Figure 2.10b and 2.10d) and the relatively small interannual variability
in sea ice extent compared to the mean ice extent, it is not surprising that we are unable
to associate MSA deposition variability with DMS emissions variability due to changes in
sea ice at most locations on the Antarctic continent.

2.4.4

Estimation of DMS emissions south of 60◦ S necessary to dominate Antarctic MSA
deposition

A solid quantitative understanding of the DMS emissions, not just surface DMS concentrations, from within the sea ice zone is imperative. The magnitude of DMS emissions in the
sea ice zone (i.e., south of 60◦ S) determines whether deposition of MSA and other sulfur
species to the Antarctic continent is dominated by DMS emissions influenced by sea ice.
Since the duration and timing of elevated sea surface DMS concentrations in the wake of
the seasonal retreat of sea ice are not established and we do not attempt to model them in
our scenarios here, we use the region south of 60◦ S as an estimate of the maximum areal
extent of DMS emissions influenced by the seasonal cycle of sea ice. We then determine the
contribution of DMS emissions from this area to Antarctic MSA deposition. The fractional
contribution of DMS emissions from south of 60◦ S to MSA deposition in Antarctica is larger
than that shown in Figure 2.10b and 2.10d because the area south of 60◦ S is larger than
the area covered by sea ice.
In the Simó and Dachs uncapped run, the October-March average of DMS emissions
in the region south of 60◦ S is 100 µg S m−2 d−1 and represents 26-30% (36-42%) of the
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total MSA deposition at the coast (inland). Coastal areas are defined as coastal grid boxes
for Antarctica plus one grid box to the north and south (±2◦ latitude) to estimate marine
influence, and inland areas are defined as grid boxes poleward of coastal areas. To be the
dominant source (i.e., >50%) of MSA deposition at the coast (inland), DMS emissions south
of 60◦ S would need to increase by a factor of 1.6 (1.2). For the region south of 60◦ S to supply
80% of MSA at the coast (inland), DMS emissions would need to increase by a factor of
9-10 (6). Curran and Jones [2000] calculated a mean spring through summer surface DMS
emissions flux of 300 µg S m−2 d−1 based on observed surface DMS concentrations in the
Australian sector of the Southern Ocean (65◦ E to 162◦ E) and the Liss and Merlivat [1986]
ocean-air gas transfer parameterization. The reported fluxes range from 54 µg S m−2 d−1
in the spring to the north of the sea ice to 1570 µg S m−2 d−1 in the summer in the seasonal
sea ice zone. Thus, DMS emissions ∼1000 µg S m−2 d−1 are clearly possible but may
be episodic. MSA deposition in the Kettle1999 simulations is already dominated by DMS
emissions from south of 60◦ S, representing 54-62% (84-95%) of coastal (inland) MSA. Mean
October-March DMS emissions south of 60◦ S in the Kettle1999 uncapped run are 320 µg S
m−2 d−1 .

The new DMS dataset constructed by Lana et al. [2011] from updated measurements
in the Global Surface Seawater Database reduces the magnitude and extent of seasonal
hot-spots in DMS concentrations around Antarctica in the austral summer (Figure 2.1e)
compared to the Kettle1999 dataset (Figure2.1c), which implies DMS concentrations and
hence emissions in our Kettle1999 simulations are overestimated. The emissions estimates
based on Lana et al. [2011] are bracketed by the DMS emissions estimates from Simó and
Dachs and Kettle1999 datasets both globally (Section 3.1) and regionally south of 60◦ S
(Table 2.3). Lana et al. [2011] do not address the question of DMS emissions estimates from
within sea ice in their paper, and so the seasonal cycle and magnitude of DMS emissions
from sea ice itself remains an open question.
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2.4.5

Controls on DMS emissions variability: relative influence of sea ice extent and wind
speeds

Here we seek to understand the model controls on DMS emissions in the Southern Ocean
and just how strongly the DMS emissions are modulated by the variability in sea ice and
the variability in wind. We first examine the relationship between DMS emissions south
of 60◦ S and the latitude of mean October-March sea ice extent in the Simó and Dachs
and Kettle1999 capped runs (Figure 2.11) and for the difference in emissions between the
respective uncapped and capped runs (Figure 2.12). The Southern Ocean between 60◦ S
and the Antarctic coast is divided into 15◦ longitudinal sectors and a time series of sea
ice extent and DMS emissions is computed from the October-March mean in each sector.
While recognizing that sea ice extent and DMS emissions in some sectors may have stronger
correlations than in other sectors, we combine the time series from all sectors into a single
scatter plot and compute a single correlation coefficient to represent general circumpolar
relationships. We do the same to examine the relationship between DMS emissions and
mean wind speed in each sector.
We expect the strongest relationship between sea ice extent and DMS emissions in our
runs that have the largest gradient in DMS surface concentration across the ice edge. The
strongest gradient exists in the Kettle1999 capped simulation (Figure 2.1c), and thus we
see the strongest correlation (r2 = 0.30) between DMS emissions and sea ice extent in the
Kettle1999 capped run (Figure 2.11c). The much weaker gradient in the Simó and Dachs
dataset results in a much smaller correlation (r2 = 0.11) between sea ice extent and DMS
emissions in the Simó and Dachs capped run (Figure 2.11a). The sea ice extent-DMS
emissions relationship is weak in the Simó and Dachs capped run, and so the winds become
a more important factor (r2 = 0.46, Figure 2.11b).
The relationship between sea ice extent and DMS emissions for the difference between
the Simó and Dachs uncapped and capped runs, which isolates DMS emissions from sea ice
only, is shown in Figure 2.12a. As expected for DMS emissions restricted to the sea ice,
there is a positive relationship between sea ice extent and DMS emissions. Surprisingly, at
most only 60% of the variability in DMS emissions can be explained by variations in sea ice
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Figure 2.11: Correlation of (a) DMS emissions anomalies (µg S m−2 d−1 ) versus sea ice
extent anomalies (◦ latitude) (r 2 = 0.11), and (b) DMS emissions anomalies versus wind
speed anomalies (m s−1 ) (r 2 = 0.46) for Simó and Dachs capped run and (c) (r 2 = 0.30) and
(d) (r 2 = 0.18) for the Kettle1999 capped run. Time series of seasonal October-March means
are computed over 15◦ sectors south of 60◦ S for each field, and all sectors are combined to
compute the correlation.

Figure 2.12: Same as Figure 2.11 for difference between Simó and Dachs uncapped and
capped runs (a) (r 2 = 0.60) and (b) (r 2 = 0.07), and difference between Kettle1999 uncapped and capped runs (c) (r 2 = 0.34) and (d) (r2 <0.01).
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extent itself. Emissions isolated from the sea ice in the Kettle1999 dataset yield a weaker
positive relationship between sea ice extent and DMS emissions (r2 = 0.34, Figure 2.12c)
than the emissions isolated from the sea ice for the Simó and Dachs dataset. In neither case
does wind speed explain much of the variability of DMS emissions (r2 <0.07) for emissions
isolated from the sea ice (Figure 2.12b and d).
We expected a fairly strong relationship between sea ice extent and DMS emissions in
our capped scenarios (both Simó and Dachs and Kettle1999) given the prescribed gradient in DMS concentrations across the sea ice edge. Seasonal attribution of DMS emissions
variability, however, is strongly dependent on the characteristics of the underlying surface
seawater DMS concentration dataset. The weak correlation between DMS emissions and
sea ice extent in the Simó and Dachs capped run is a consequence of the interplay between
the characteristics of DMS concentrations (magnitude, seasonal cycle, and meridional gradients), the seasonal cycle of ice extent, and the relative contribution of wind speed. Wind
speed plays a dominant role in the Simó and Dachs capped simulation because of the combination of increasing wind speeds and increasing DMS concentrations equatorward. The
stronger role of sea ice variability and reduced role of wind in the Kettle1999 sensitivity
simulations can be ascribed to a combination of a stronger gradient of DMS concentrations
across the ice edge in the Kettle1999 capped simulation, the increasing DMS concentrations
poleward, and the influence of a stronger seasonal cycle of DMS surface concentrations in
the Kettle1999 dataset.
When DMS emissions exclusively from the sea ice area are considered, (i.e., the difference
between the uncapped and capped scenarios), we find that the sea ice variability explains
only a fraction of the variability in DMS emissions (34-60%), for both the Simó and Dachs
and Kettle1999 simulations. This is in spite of the fact that ice expands northward into
regions associated with generally higher mean wind speeds. For sea ice to dominate the
variability in DMS emissions in the sea ice zone, the effect of stronger winds north of the
sea ice must be compensated by strong DMS emissions associated with the sea ice itself.
A better understanding of the peculiarities of DMS emissions from within the sea ice is
important for understanding whether DMS emissions in the Southern Ocean are dominated
by variability in sea ice extent.
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2.4.6

Sensitivity to BrO oxidation mechanism

The BrO sensitivity simulation results in a 55% increase in the global annual MSA production rate. The increase in MSA production leads to a commensurate increase in OctoberMarch MSA deposition in Antarctica of 49%. However, the addition of BrO chemistry
does not change the fraction of sulfur deposition to Antarctica that originates from sea ice
(∼7%).
The addition of the BrO oxidation pathway induces more rapid DMS oxidation in the
high latitude boundary layer which leads to shorter DMS lifetimes. The lifetime of DMS
in the high latitudes decreases to 0.9-1.1 days for October-March, and unlike the Simó and
Dachs simulations, has no meridional gradient approaching the poles. Increased production
of MSA in the boundary layer results in more efficient deposition and leads to shorter MSA
lifetimes south of 60◦ S. The lifetime of MSA south of 60◦ S decreases to 5.6 days for OctoberMarch, compared to 8.9 days in the Simó and Dachs capped simulation. The yield of MSA
from DMS oxidation increases to 34% in the BrO simulation from 17% in the Simó and
Dachs simulations for the high latitudes south of 60◦ S.
The net transport of sulfur species originating from DMS emissions from the sea ice
remains northward though the distribution is narrower than the Simó and Dachs simulations
(See Figure 2.9); 50% is deposited to the north of 62◦ S. The sensitivity of MSA deposition
to DMS emissions from the sea ice is nearly doubled in coastal regions compared to the Simó
and Dachs simulations (See Figure 2.10b), and accounts for up to 20% of MSA deposition in
the Ross, Amundsen-Bellingshausen, and Weddell seas regions along the coast (not shown).
The sensitivity in the interior of the East Antarctic Plateau is approximately the same. The
local (i.e., south of 60◦ S) source of MSA to the coastal (inland) areas of Antarctica increases
to 46-48% (52-57%) compared to 26-30% (36-42%) in the Simó and Dachs simulations (See
Sec. 4.4).
The shortening of the modeled DMS and MSA lifetimes under the BrO sensitivity simulation improves the probability of retaining an ice core signal of local DMS emissions from
sea ice. The three year sensitivity simulation however is too short to estimate correlations
between MSA and sea ice extent / DMS emissions. Since DMS from south of 60◦ S in the
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BrO sensitivity simulations still does not dominate MSA deposition in Antarctica and there
is still relatively small interannual variability in sea ice extent during this time period, we
would not expect correlations between MSA and sea ice extent to be significantly improved.
It does, however, warrant further study, with a more careful implementation of the BrO
oxidation scheme.

2.4.7

Sensitivity to GEOS-5 meteorology

Here we investigate the sensitivity of our results to the underlying meteorological fields
driving the model. The boundary layer is not well resolved in GEOS-4 meteorological
reanalysis which might lead to an overestimation of the exchange between the boundary layer
and the free troposphere and hence an overestimation of both DMS and MSA lifetimes. A
GEOS-5 sensitivity study (Table 2.1) has been performed with the GEOS-5 meteorological
fields, which have a higher boundary layer resolution of 13 layers in the lowest 2 km of the
atmosphere, compared to 4.5 layers in GEOS-4.
These sensitivity simulations result in a shorter global October-March lifetime of DMS
and MSA by 8% and 27% respectively compared to the capped simulation, which is significant with respect to the range of variability within the capped run (1.5% and 5% respectively). Since oxidant fields are unchanged and DMS is unaffected by changes in precipitation in GEOS-5, the main difference in the DMS lifetime between using the GEOS-4 and
GEOS-5 reanalysis is related to the increased boundary layer resolution. Though the global
DMS lifetime is shorter (by 8%) because of globally reduced vertical transport to the free
troposphere in the GEOS-5 simulations, the DMS lifetimes calculated for the region south
of 60◦ S and the Antarctic continent in the GEOS-5 capped sensitivity run fall consistently
within the range of lifetimes found in the capped run.
Changes in precipitation play a role in the changes in regional MSA lifetimes in the
GEOS-5 sensitivity runs. MSA lifetimes are substantially shorter in the global mean (27%),
shorter for south of 60◦ S (11%), and much longer (by more than a factor of 2) over Antarctica, all outside the range of lifetimes found for the capped run. The precipitation between
30◦ S and 60◦ S increases by 25-100% in the GEOS-5 reanalysis relative to GEOS-4, a cor-
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rection of the low bias noted by Bloom et al. [2005]. This leads to shorter lifetimes and
lower burdens in air masses entering the high latitudes and therefore less transport of sulfur
species toward the pole. Indeed, as discussed above, in the GEOS-5 sensitivity simulations
only 4.1% of sulfur emitted from the sea ice is deposited in Antarctica, compared to 7.7%
for the GEOS-4 Simó and Dachs simulations. The substantial increase in MSA lifetime over
Antarctica is caused by the decrease in precipitation over the Antarctic continent which
causes an increase in the fraction of MSA loss via dry deposition (31%, compared to 18%
using GEOS-4). The area dominated by dry deposition in GEOS-4 is confined to the East
Antarctic Plateau, with a gentle gradient toward more wet deposition at the coasts. In the
GEOS-5 simulation, the area dominated by dry deposition expands greatly, leaving only
coastal areas and the Ronne, Filchner and Ross ice shelves dominated by wet deposition.
The transition between regions dominated by dry and wet deposition occurs over a much
shorter spatial scale in the GEOS-5 simulation. Despite the impact of the meteorological
fields on the spatial distribution of MSA wet and dry deposition, the GEOS-5 sensitivity
simulations show that DMS emissions from south of 60◦ S account for 35-40% (50-61%) of
coastal (inland) MSA deposition to Antarctica, which is similar to the results for the Simó
and Dachs runs with GEOS-4.
2.5

Conclusions

We have run a series of global chemical transport model (GEOS-Chem) simulations in an
effort to better understand the spatial patterns of MSA deposition and snow concentrations
in Antarctica and its relationship to sea ice. Simulations span the period 1985 through
2004, forced with assimilated GEOS meteorological data and observed sea ice extent. We
varied the sea surface DMS concentrations associated with sea ice over the austral summer
from October through March to understand the influence of DMS emissions from the sea
ice zone on the oxidation of DMS to MSA and the transport and deposition of MSA to
the Antarctic continent. Our model scenarios by construction implement a relationship
between sea ice extent and DMS sea surface concentrations. We estimated correlation
coefficients of MSA concentrations in snow with sea ice extent within the model. The model
can reproduce the magnitude of correlation coefficients but not the spatial relationship of
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correlation coefficients reported in ice core studies.
We find that the net transport of DMS emissions from the sea ice zone is northward
and only a small fraction (4–9.6%) of sulfur emissions from the sea ice zone is deposited in
Antarctica. The fraction of MSA deposition that originates from DMS in the sea ice zone
(i.e., from south of 60◦ S) ranges from 26–95%, depending on the simulation and region of
Antarctica. This result is strongly dependent on the absolute magnitude of emissions in
the sea ice zone. In order for Antarctic MSA deposition to be dominated (i.e., >50%) by
DMS emissions within the sea ice zone, sustained DMS emissions throughout austral spring
and summer would need to be on the order of 120-160 µg S m−2 d−1 , which falls within
the wide range of observations [e.g., Curran and Jones, 2000]. More complete information
about the magnitude of high-latitude seawater DMS concentrations and the influence of sea
ice on DMS emissions is crucial.
Lifetimes of both DMS and MSA are highly sensitive to the presence of halogen oxidants.
Without oxidation of DMS by BrO, high latitude lifetimes of DMS and MSA are longer than
in the global means and local and regional signals of DMS emissions would be expected to
be diluted by transport and mixing. Inclusion of a BrO oxidation mechanism demonstrates
a strong relative importance of this pathway at high latitudes and improves the potential
for retaining a local signal of DMS emissions in MSA deposition in Antarctica.
In order for MSA recorded in ice cores to be related to sea ice extent, not only must DMS
emissions from the sea ice zone be the dominant source region of MSA to Antarctica but
sufficient variability of DMS emissions must be attributed to sea ice variability (as opposed
to variability related to other factors such as wind speeds). We find that the variability in sea
ice extent explains only 11–30% of the variability of DMS emissions south of 60◦ S, and only
34-60% of the variability of DMS emissions when considering only DMS emissions from the
sea ice itself. This is consistent with the findings of Preunkert et al. [2007], who reported a
poor correlation of DMS seawater concentrations with sea ice extent, and might be expected
given the small interannual variability in sea ice extent compared to the area over which
DMS emissions in the Southern Ocean are derived. Wind speeds also play a role in DMS
emissions variability, but the relative influence of sea ice extent compared to wind speed on
DMS emissions is dependent on the seasonal cycle, magnitude, and meridional gradients of
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the seawater DMS concentrations. In addition to a need for improved information about
seawater DMS concentrations in the sea ice zone, information on the sea-to-air transfer of
DMS from sea ice and its dependence on physical factors such as as wind speed and SST
are crucial for evaluation of the importance of sea ice on Southern Ocean DMS emissions
and the resulting MSA deposition to Antarctica. Our analysis has focused on present-day
conditions and sea ice extents on interannual timescales. Interpretation of MSA deposition
in ice core records on glacial-interglacial timescales, for which variability in sea ice extent is
much larger, remains an open question.
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Chapter 3
MODELED MODERN VERSUS LGM NON-SEA-SALT SULFATE
AND METHANESULFONIC ACID (MSA) DEPOSITION IN
ANTARCTICA
This chapter discusses the glacial-interglacial variations in MSA and nssSO2−
4 .
It is to be submitted to the journal Geophysical Research Letters. Co-authors
will include Becky Alexander, Cecilia M. Bitz, Eric J. Steig and others.

Abstract
Ice core observations on the East Antarctic Plateau (EAP) show that MSA concentrations are much larger than non-sea-salt sulfate (nssSO2−
4 ) concentrations
during the last glacial maximum (LGM) relative to the modern period, though
both are primarily from the same source, dimethylsulfide (DMS). It has been
suggested that very high MSA concentrations during the LGM were indicative
of higher oceanic primary productivity and DMS emissions from the ocean in
the LGM compared to the modern day. Studies have also shown that MSA
is subject to post-depositional volatilization, especially during the modern period in low snow accumulation and high acidity environments. Using a chemical
transport model driven by meteorology from a global climate model, we examine
the sensitivity of both MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition to the differences between
the modern and LGM climates, including sea ice extent, atmospheric and sea
surface temperatures, atmospheric oxidant concentrations, and meteorological
conditions. We are unable to find a mechanism whereby MSA deposition fluxes
are much larger than nssSO2−
4 deposition fluxes in the LGM relative to the modern period on the East Antarctic Plateau. We conclude that the observed differences between MSA and nssSO2−
4 on glacial-interglacial time scales are primarily
due to post-depositional processes that affect the ice core MSA concentrations,
and MSA on the EAP therefore is indicative of neither ice extent nor biological
productivity on these time scales. Based on modeled nssSO2−
4 deposition, we can
not rule out the possibility of higher DMS emissions in the LGM. If oceanic DMS
production and ocean-to-air fluxes in the sea ice zone are significantly enhanced
by the presence of sea ice as indicated by modern day observations, we suggest
that the potentially larger amplitude of the seasonal cycle in sea ice extent in
the LGM implies a more important role for sea ice in modulating the sulfur cycle
during the LGM compared to the modern period.
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3.1

Introduction

Dimethylsulfide (DMS) is biogenically produced in the surface ocean and oxidizes in the
atmosphere to become the major source of both methanesulfonic acid (MSA) and non2−
sea-salt sulfate (nssSO2−
4 ) aerosol in the remote marine troposphere. MSA and nssSO4

are removed from the atmosphere via wet and dry deposition to the surface, and they
accumulate in ice cores. Ice core concentrations of these compounds on the East Antarctic
Plateau (EAP, at Dome C and Vostok) from the last glacial maximum (LGM) compared to
the modern period are a factor of 5 to 9 times higher in the LGM for MSA but only a factor
of 2 higher in the LGM for nssSO2−
4 [Legrand et al., 1991; Udisti et al., 2004]. An increase
by factor of two in the LGM for either species can be explained by the lower accumulation
rate of the LGM compared to the modern day, but the much larger factor for MSA requires
an additional explanation.
In contrast, glacial-interglacial variation in MSA concentrations in the Siple Dome ice
core are of opposite sign and are lower in magnitude. For the LGM, the Siple Dome ice core
MSA concentrations are lower than the modern period by 30-40% [Saltzman et al., 2006],
while nssSO2−
4 concentrations are lower than modern day by 20% [Kurbatov et al., 2006;
Dunbar and Kurbatov , 2011].
Surface seawater DMS concentrations in the modern period are known to be high in
the sea ice zone near Antarctica compared to the global average [e.g., Trevena and Jones,
2006], though the mechanisms and magnitude of DMS emissions and gas exchange from
within the sea ice zone is still the subject of active research [e.g., Loose et al., 2011; Stefels
et al., 2012]. It has been suggested that the high LGM MSA concentrations on the East
Antarctic Plateau are indicative of increased oceanic DMS production and emissions as a
result of increased biological activity during the LGM [Legrand et al., 1991]. However, it has
since been demonstrated that MSA is volatilized in firn layers under conditions of low snow
accumulation rates and high acidity, as is found on the EAP during interglacial periods. In
glacial periods, higher alkalinity due to increased dust concentrations is thought to reduce
this post-depositional loss of MSA [Wagnon et al., 1999; Weller et al., 2004]. NssSO2−
4 ,
by contrast, is stable at deposition and is not influenced by post-depositional processes
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[Silvente and Legrand, 1993]. The snow accumulation rate also affects MSA volatility, and
the higher accumulation rate at Siple Dome may inhibit the post-depositional loss of MSA
in the modern period there.
Here, we investigate the influence of climatic factors such as sea ice, sea surface and
atmospheric temperatures, precipitation, circulation, and ocean-to-atmosphere DMS emissions on the variability in MSA and nssSO2−
4 snow concentrations and deposition fluxes
on the EAP. Using a global chemical transport model we show that these climatic factors
generally have the same effect on both MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition with small (< ±12%)
variations, and explain only only a small amount of the differences in the comparison of
modern and LGM MSA and nssSO2−
4 concentrations.

The observed large differences in

MSA between the modern and LGM periods on the EAP are likely due primarily to enhanced post-depositional loss during interglacial periods relative to the last glacial period.
The nssSO2−
4 deposition fluxes also suggest that DMS emissions in the LGM were likely at
least as high as the modern period.
3.2

Model description and methods

The ICECAP (ICE age Chemistry And Proxies) model used in this study combines (1)
a global climate model (GCM, the GISS Model-E) [Schmidt et al., 2006], (2) an equilibrium global terrestrial vegetation model (BIOME4) [Kaplan et al., 2003], (3) a stratospheric
chemistry model (Linoz) [McLinden et al., 2000], and (4) a global chemical transport model
(GEOS-Chem v8-01-04) [Bey et al., 2001]. The GISS Model-E produces meteorology consistent with present-day, preindustrial, or LGM climate boundary conditions. The meteorological fields are then used to drive GEOS-Chem and BIOME4. GEOS-Chem uses the
vegetation type and leaf area index calculated by BIOME4 to determine biogenic volatile
organic compound emissions as a function of temperature, solar radiation, leaf area index,
and plant functional type [Guenther et al., 2006]. In addition, GEOS-Chem is coupled
to Linoz to capture the effect of a changing stratospheric ozone column on tropospheric
photolysis rates and cross-tropopause fluxes. GEOS-Chem is then run to generate a set of
climatological oxidant fields for each climate scenario generated by GISS Model-E. Finally,
these oxidant concentrations are used to run the offline-aerosol simulations with GEOS-
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Chem described herein. In forthcoming studies, the ICECAP model will be used to study
the effect of atmospheric oxidant conditions on chemistry and isotopes on glacial-interglacial
time scales.
Boundary conditions for GISS Model-E include sea ice extent, sea surface temperatures
(SSTs), topography, greenhouse gas concentrations, and orbital forcing, as summarized in
Table 3.1. Four climate scenarios were produced from GISS Model-E: Present-day (PRES),
pre-industrial holocene (PIH), and LGM scenarios based on CLIMAP [1976] (CLIMAP) and
Webb et al. [1997] (WEBB) sea ice and SSTs. The GISS Model-E and GEOS-Chem models
were run at 4◦ ×5◦ resolution. Surface seawater DMS concentrations are specified from the
climatology of Lana et al. [2011] for all climate scenarios (for lack of better information
in the LGM), and DMS emissions are parameterized from wind speed and SSTs following
Liss and Merlivat [1986] for wind speeds <2.25 m s−1 and Huebert et al. [2010] for wind
speeds >2.25 m s−1 . We run the ICECAP model for three years for each of the four climate
scenarios, after a 1.5 year spinup.

Table 3.1: Climate scenarios and boundary conditions used in this study.
Period
Climate scenario

Sea Ice/SSTs
Topography
Greenhouse gases
CO2 (ppm)
CH4 (ppm)
Strat. O3 c
a
b
c

Present-day
(PRES)

Modern
Pre-Industrial Holocene
(PIH)

LGM
CLIMAP

WEBB

HadISST 1990sa
modern

HadISST 1880sa
modern

CLIMAP [1976]
ICE-5Gb

Webb et al. [1997]
ICE-5Gb

354.3
1.69
1990s

280.4
0.73
1880s

188
0.39
1880s

188
0.39
1880s

Rayner et al. [2003]
Peltier [2004]
Hansen et al. [2007]

DMS chemistry in the model is simplified as in Chin et al. [1996, 2000] as follows:

DMS + OH → SO2 + ...

(3.1)
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DMS + OH → 0.75 · SO2 + 0.25 · MSA + ...

(3.2)

DMS + NO3 → SO2 + ...

(3.3)

An additional reaction for BrO oxidation was added as in Hezel et al. [2011], and used
in a set of sensitivity studies:

DMS + BrO → 0.6 · SO2 + 0.4 · MSA

(3.4)

The same climatological BrO concentrations were used in both the modern and LGM
climate simulations.
For each climate scenario, we examine the effect of sea ice on DMS emissions in two
methods. In the first, sea ice impedes DMS emissions, i.e., DMS emissions are ‘capped’
where there is sea ice concentrations are greater than zero. In the second, sea ice has no
effect on DMS emissions during the austral summer (October through March), i.e., DMS
emissions are ‘uncapped.’
In our analysis, we show snow concentrations and deposition fluxes of MSA and nssSO2−
4
normalized to the modern period (in both observations and model results) to focus on the
relative change between the modern and LGM periods. By normalizing LGM observations
and model results to the modern period, we minimize the impacts of biases in the model
compared to the observations, given the assumption that biases in the model do not change
substantially under different climate scenarios (e.g., uncertainties in modeled deposition
fluxes are similar in all climates). We compare modeled snow concentrations to observations,
and we also analyze deposition fluxes which are expected to better reflect the atmospheric
concentrations at low accumulation sites [Wolff et al., 2006].
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3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1

Comparison of LGM to modern day snow concentrations and deposition fluxes

In Fig. 3.1, we show observed and modeled MSA and nssSO2−
4 snow concentrations for the
LGM on the EAP, normalized to the modern period. The simulated snow concentrations
are higher in the LGM than the modern period only when we allow DMS emissions to be
uninfluenced by the presence of sea ice as in the uncapped simulations. Since the DMS
emissions are highest at the minimum sea ice extent in the modern climate, there are
relatively small differences between the capped and uncapped runs in the modern period as
discussed in Hezel et al. [2011]. In contrast, the summer sea ice cover is quite large in the
LGM (according to the CLIMAP [1976] and Webb et al. [1997] datasets), so capping DMS
emissions has a considerable effect on MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition. We return to the issue
of sea ice extent and DMS emissions in the next section.
In Fig. 3.2, we show observed and modeled MSA and nssSO2−
4 surface deposition fluxes
for the LGM on the EAP, again normalized to the modern period. Observed deposition
fluxes are calculated using the measured ice core concentrations [Udisti et al., 2004] multiplied by the accumulation rate [Parrenin et al., 2007].

In contrast to the observations,

which show similar (nssSO2−
4 ) or enhanced (MSA) deposition fluxes in the LGM relative to
the modern period, the model calculates lower MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition fluxes in the
LGM than modern by nearly 50% for all simulations.
The modeled LGM precipitation on the EAP is roughly half of that inferred from ice
cores (Fig. 3.3, both in absolute values and relative to the modern period) [Parrenin et al.,
2007].

The underestimate of modeled LGM precipitation rate compared to observations

explains why the model agrees with observations of nssSO2−
4 snow concentrations, but not
with deposition fluxes. Atmospheric circulation affects modeled temperature and moisture
availability and hence the precipitation flux and the MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition fluxes.
It is impossible to determine whether it is the uncertainties in ice core accumulation rate
or the uncertainties in GCM precipitation estimates that dominate the mismatch in the
model precipitation compared to the observed ice core accumulation rate in the LGM. We
note, however, that the observed deposition fluxes are very sensitive to uncertainties in the
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Figure 3.1: MSA (a) and nssSO2−
4 (b) snow concentrations (unitless, normalized to modern)
on the East Antarctic Plateau for observations at EPICA Dome C (black) [Udisti et al., 2004;
Wolff , 2006], modern (PRES and PIH) and LGM (CLIMAP and WEBB) climate scenarios.
DMS emissions scenarios are uncapped (open circles) and capped (closed circles). Standard
chemistry is red, and BrO sensitivity simulations are green. For observations, error bars
indicate one standard deviation of all measurements from present to 500 yr BP and 20-22
ky BP. For the model, the error bars represent the range of annual-mean values from the
3-year simulations.
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Figure 3.2: MSA (a) and nssSO2−
4 (b) deposition fluxes (unitless, normalized to the modern
period), averaged on the East Antarctic Plateau, as in Fig. 3.1. Observations from Udisti
et al. [2004]; Wolff [2006]
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Figure 3.3: Precipitation on the East Antarctic Plateau normalized to modern period in the
observations (left, EPICA Dome C [Parrenin et al., 2007])and on the right in the model.
Error bars as in Fig. 3.1

accumulation rate estimate, especially in areas such as the EAP where accumulation is low.
3.3.2

LGM sea ice and DMS emissions

GCM estimates of sea ice extent during the LGM austral summer vary widely [Braconnot
et al., 2007b; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2007]. Summer sea ice extent in the SST reconstructions
from CLIMAP [1976] and Webb et al. [1997] are quite extensive (up to 48◦ S and 44◦ S,
respectively). The underestimate in both the LGM concentrations and deposition fluxes of
MSA and nssSO2−
4 on the EAP in the capped scenarios compared to observations suggest
that the DMS emissions are severely underestimated when sea ice prevents gas exchange
at the ocean-atmosphere interface. The better agreement of concentrations and deposition
fluxes in the uncapped scenarios suggests that DMS emissions in the LGM are at least as
high as modern day emissions in spite of presumably more extensive LGM sea ice. There
is still a modeled underestimate in deposition flux for both MSA and nssSO2−
for the
4
uncapped simulations. We discuss the sensitivity of deposition flux to DMS emissions in
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the model in section 3.3.6 below.
There are two possible mechanisms for achieving DMS emissions in the LGM that are
similar to the modern period. (a) Summer sea ice extent is closer to modern day summer ice
extent than suggested by the CLIMAP [1976] and Webb et al. [1997] SSTs. This possibility
is corroborated by more recent ocean sediment core interpretations that suggest a low LGM
summer sea ice extent [Gersonde et al., 2005]. This is also consistent with the findings of
Castebrunet et al. [2006] who showed that relaxing the cap on DMS emissions in the LGM
led to better agreement in nssSO2−
4 deposition fluxes with observations. (b) Relatively large
sea ice extent with low fractional coverage could persist in the LGM summer which could
enable and/or enhance DMS emissions from open water leads [Zemmelink et al., 2005].
We assume in this study that the Lana et al. [2011] seawater DMS concentration dataset
captures broad seasonal variations in DMS in the Southern Ocean in the wake of retreating
sea ice for the modern period. Since LGM winter sea ice extent is much larger than modern
winter ice extent, the spatial pattern of the Lana et al. [2011] dataset may not reflect the
spatial distribution of DMS concentrations appropriately for seasonal ice retreat in the
LGM. Because of the much larger seasonal maximum of sea ice in the LGM, enhanced
DMS emissions in the sea ice zone could have a greater effect on the sulfur cycle in the
glacial periods than in the interglacials. DMS emissions from within the sea ice area is
the subject of active research, and the implications of sea ice emissions in the LGM would
be more appropriately studied with a coupled sea ice-biogeochemical model, such as that
described in Cameron-Smith et al. [2011]. We focus instead on examining whether there is
a mechanism by which the surface deposition fluxes of MSA increase more than nssSO2−
4 in
the LGM climate compared to modern day, as in the observations from the EAP.

3.3.3

Effect of wind speed and SSTs on DMS emissions in different climates

Since the uncapped simulations all make use of the same seawater DMS concentrations, we
can evaluate the influence of differences in wind speed and SSTs on DMS emissions among
the four different climate scenarios. Differences in modeled DMS emissions in the modern
and LGM simulations are <12% (globally and south of 60◦ S), and therefore the net effect
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of variability in wind speed and SSTs on DMS emissions is small. For the remainder of this
paper, we consider the DMS emissions in the uncapped scenarios to be relatively constant
among all four climate scenarios. We acknowledge that the surface wind stress in the GISS
Model-E is low over the Southern Ocean compared to reanalysis [Schmidt et al., 2006], and
this may contribute to smaller than expected differences in glacial-interglacial wind speed,
and hence DMS emissions, at the surface.

3.3.4

Role of temperature and oxidants in MSA yield relative to SO2 during DMS oxidation

Kinetics and observations show that the MSA yield from DMS oxidation increases with
decreasing temperature due to an increase in the rate constant of DMS oxidation via the
OH adduction pathway [Barnes et al., 2006]. This is often invoked as an explanation for
the increasing gradient in the ratio of MSA to nssSO2−
4 aerosol from the equator to the
poles [See Castebrunet et al., 2009, for a discussion].

It might be expected that lower

temperatures in the LGM simulations compared to modern day would also result in an
increase in the relative yield of MSA. Our simulations show that the global relative yield of
MSA from DMS in the LGM increases by 4-15% over the modern day due to temperature
differences using the simplified DMS chemistry of Chin et al. [1996, 2000], with an additional
increase of up to 17% due to differences in oxidant (mainly OH) concentrations among the
climate scenarios.

In the high latitudes south of 60◦ S, however, the relative yield of MSA

increases in the LGM by less than 3% compared to the modern day due to both temperature
and oxidants. The differences in high latitude glacial-interglacial temperatures force only a
small change in MSA yield because the oxidants and temperatures (and therefore reaction
rate constants) already favor MSA production during both periods.

3.3.5

Sensitivity of MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition flux to DMS + BrO oxidation

Halogen chemistry has been shown to be important in the oxidation of DMS [Boucher et al.,
2003; Read et al., 2008]. To understand the potential impact of this chemistry on MSA and
nssSO2−
4 deposition fluxes, we discuss here the sensitivity simulations that include the DMS
+ BrO oxidation pathway added to the PRES and WEBB simulations, here referred to as
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PRES-BrO and WEBB-BrO. The BrO oxidation mechanism shortens the austral summer
lifetime of DMS from the range of 1.2-3 days to < 1 day at all latitudes and results in a
much greater relative yield of MSA compared to simulations without BrO oxidation. This
increase is due to the MSA branching ratio (0.4) imposed in the DMS + BrO oxidation
that is higher than that for DMS + OH (0.25, addition channel).

In the southern high

latitudes in the austral summer, DMS oxidiation by BrO dominates DMS oxidation in both
climate scenarios, with the model having up to 75% of summer DMS oxidation via BrO in
the PRES-BrO scenario. . MSA deposition fluxes increase and nssSO2−
4 deposition fluxes
decrease in these PRES-BrO and WEBB-BrO simulations compared to PRES and WEBB
simulations respectively.
The BrO simulations (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 in green) still result in similar behavior in MSA
and nssSO2−
4 in the LGM compared to the modern period on the EAP, even though BrO
dominates DMS oxidation in the high latitudes due to the strong latitudinal gradient in BrO
[Theys et al., 2011]. If the dominant chemistry differs between the LGM and the modern
periods, then there could be a mechanism for a larger increase in MSA than nssSO2−
4 in the
LGM relative to the modern period. However, we know of no evidence currently that lends
support to this possibility.

3.3.6

Sensitivity of MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition to increased DMS emissions

A increase in DMS emissions was simulated to gauge the sensitivity of MSA and nssSO2−
4
deposition to DMS emissions. The first sensitivity test doubled the DMS emissions in the
PRES and CLIMAP uncapped scenarios globally. The model response is nearly linear in
the MSA deposition response, i.e., a doubling of DMS emissions at every grid cell results
in a doubling of MSA deposition at every point. NssSO2−
4 deposition also doubled, but
exhibited some slight non-linearities in the response due to the greater number of steps
involved in the modeled oxidation pathway. The second test looked at the relative influence
of emissions from the regions 60◦ S to the Antarctic continent and 30◦ to 60◦ S. On the EAP,
◦
about 55-70% of MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition is from the region south of 60 S, and most

of the remainder originates from within 30◦ to 60◦ S. These ratios were similar among the
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three climate scenarios tested (PRES, PIH, and CLIMAP).
We can estimate the increase in modeled DMS emissions in the LGM that would cause
modeled LGM deposition fluxes to match the modeled modern MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition
fluxes on the EAP. This indicates the sensitivity of deposition to the DMS emissions given
the assumptions of the modeling scenarios. We make these estimates for the two regions
described above, 60◦ S to Antarctica, and 30-60◦ S. If all additional LGM DMS emissions
originated from south of 60◦ S, additional DMS emissions of 0.9 to 1.8 (1.2 to 2.5) times
greater than simulated are necessary to match nssSO2−
(MSA) deposition fluxes in the
4
modern period. If all additional DMS emissions originate from between 30◦ S and 60◦ S,
additional DMS emissions of 1.4 to 3.1 (2.4 to 5.1) times greater than simulated are necessary
to match nssSO2−
4 (MSA) deposition fluxes in the modern period. Whether physical and/or
biological enhancements to seawater DMS production and emissions under LGM climatic
conditions could be responsible for an increase in DMS emissions of this magnitude is an
open question.

3.3.7

Post-depositional processes on the EAP

We have attempted to reproduce the relative differences in observed MSA and nssSO2−
4
snow concentrations and deposition fluxes in the LGM period compared to the modern
period, as shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. In all of our simulations we have found that MSA
and nssSO2−
4 vary together in the LGM compared to the modern period.

We are left to

conclude that the observed glacial–interglacial variation in MSA on the EAP is the result
of enhanced post-depositional loss in the modern period relative to the glacial period. This
is consistent with the interpretation of these processes investigated in Wagnon et al. [1999];
Weller et al. [2004], which show that increased dust concentrations in the LGM result in
reduced volatility of MSA.
Siple Dome observations of MSA and nssSO2−
4 also support this conclusion. Since snow
accumulation rates are higher at Siple Dome than the EAP (by a factor of 4), there is
reduced modern-day post-depositional losses of MSA, and snow concentrations should be
roughly proportional to atmospheric concentrations of each species. Both the model and
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observations agree that MSA and nssSO2−
4 vary synchronously in the glacial period compared to the interglacial. The spatial variability in the West Antarctic region of Siple Dome
is large in the model, and so the quality of comparisons to the observations are a function
of the precipitation rate in the model at the selected location.
3.4

Conclusions

We have investigated the glacial–interglacial differences in MSA and nssSO2−
4 snow concentrations and deposition fluxes in Antarctica using a chemical transport model forced with
meteorology from global climate model simulations for the modern period and the LGM.
Observations on the East Antarctic Plateau suggest the MSA deposition flux is much higher
in the LGM than the modern day, while nssSO2−
4 is similar in both periods, indicating a
divergence of the two species in the LGM. We have investigated the sensitivity of MSA
and nssSO2−
4 deposition in the LGM as it relates to climatic influences (SSTs, atmospheric
temperatures, atmospheric circulation, precipitation, and oxidant concentrations), and we
are unable to reproduce the divergence in these species between the modern and the LGM
simulations.

We are left to conclude that the observed glacial–interglacial variation in

MSA is the result of enhanced post-depositional loss in the modern period relative to the
glacial period. This difference in the preservation of the MSA record in these two periods
makes it difficult, if not impossible, to interpret MSA records on these time scales in low
accumulation areas such as the East Antarctic Plateau, as has been suggested elsewhere
[Wolff et al., 2010].
A comparison of observed and simulated nssSO2−
4 deposition fluxes (Fig. 3.2) on the
East Antarctic Plateau suggests that DMS emissions in the LGM are at least as high as
modern day DMS emissions.

Given the larger winter ice extent in the LGM (and therefore

potentially larger area of retreating ice extent in the austral summer), the contribution of
DMS associated with sea ice in the LGM may be more important to the sulfur cycle in the
LGM than in the modern day.

The model underestimates the relative deposition fluxes

of nssSO2−
4 on the EAP in the LGM compared to the modern day, and so the possibility of
increased DMS emissions during the LGM relative to the modern period can not be ruled
out.
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Chapter 4
PROJECTED DECLINE IN SPRING SNOW DEPTH ON ARCTIC
SEA ICE CAUSED BY PROGRESSIVELY LATER AUTUMN OPEN
OCEAN FREEZE-UP THIS CENTURY

This chapter is published as an article in Geophysical Research Letters, and is
reproduced here by permission of the American Geophysical Union.
Hezel, P. J., X. Zhang, C. M. Bitz, B. P. Kelly, and F. Massonnet (2012),
Projected decline in spring snow depth on Arctic sea ice caused by progressively later autumn open ocean freeze-up this century, Geophys. Res. Lett.,
doi:10.1029/2012GL052794, in press. c 2012 American Geophysical Union.

Abstract

We present the first analysis of snow depths on Arctic sea ice in the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) because of its importance for sea
ice thermodynamics and ringed seal (Phoca hispida) habitat. Snow depths in
April on Arctic sea ice decrease over the 21st century in RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and
RCP8.5 scenarios. The chief cause is loss of sea ice area in autumn and, to a
lesser extent, winter. By the end of the 21st century in the RCP8.5 scenario,
snowfall accumulation is delayed by about three months compared to the late
20th century in the multi-model mean. Mean April snow depth north of 70◦ N
declines from about 28 cm to 16 cm. Precipitation increases as expected in a
warmer climate, but much of this increase in the Arctic occurs as rainfall. The
seasonality of snowfall rate grows, with increasing rates in winter and decreasing
rates in summer and autumn, but the cumulative snowfall from September to
April does not change. Ringed seals depend on spring snow cover on Arctic sea
ice to create subnivean birth lairs. The area with snow depths above 20 cm —
a threshold needed for ringed seals to build snow caves — declines by 70%.
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4.1

Introduction

Despite its importance for physical and biological systems, little is known about current
trends in snow depths on sea ice and how snow depths will respond to climate change in the
future. It is expected that spring snow depths on sea ice are sensitive to changes in both
the sea ice extent and hydrologic cycle, but little is known about current or future expected
trends. Competing effects in a warmer climate could drive snow depths in either direction
compared to today. It is unclear a priori which effect will dominate.
In contrast, the retreat of Arctic sea ice is a well-studied problem. There is clear evidence
of a decline in sea ice extent and thickness in the past few decades [e.g., Kwok and Rothrock ,
2009; Comiso et al., 2008], and climate models predict declines will continue at an equally
rapid or, in some cases, an even faster pace through this century [e.g., Arzel et al., 2006;
Zhang and Walsh, 2006]. A change in snow depth is thought to be a factor in sea ice loss
but also with competing effects. Snow accumulation on top of sea ice insulates the sea ice
and reduces ocean heat loss to the atmosphere, leading to reduced sea ice growth rates.
Reduced snow depth should therefore enhance sea ice growth rates. If this were the only
consideration, a decrease in snow depth resulting from the loss of autumn and winter sea
ice area would in turn slow the reduction of sea ice area into the future, a negative feedback
described in more detail by [Notz , 2009]. At the same time, reduced snow depth would
melt earlier in spring and more rapidly reveal bare sea ice with its lower surface albedo, a
positive feedback which would tend to melt more sea ice.
In a warmer climate the atmospheric moisture flux convergence into the Arctic is expected to increase from rising evaporation rates in lower latitudes. A higher moisture flux
combined with greater moisture recycling should increase the precipitation rate, as found
in recent observations and in climate models [Kattsov et al., 2007; Rawlins et al., 2010]. If
this increase occurs when air temperatures are below freezing, snowfall rates should rise.
The question remains whether the rise occurs seasonally when sea ice is present to capture
it.
Snow cover on sea ice in spring also provides critical habitat for ringed seals (Phoca
hispida) to create subnivean birth lairs [e.g., Smith and Stirling, 1975; Smith and Lydersen,
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1991]. To successfully rear young, ringed seals in the central Arctic need on-ice snow depths
in April of at least 50 cm in which to form subnivean lairs. Such depths are found in snow
drifts next to ridges at times when depths on level ice are at least 20 cm. Thus, the period
over which snow accumulates on ice is considered to be “the primary factor influencing
the quality of ringed seal breeding habitat” [Smith and Lydersen, 1991]. Inadequate snow
depths increase pup mortality through exposure and predation [e.g., Kelly, 2001; Ferguson
et al., 2005; Lukin et al., 2006].
For the first time the CMIP5 has archived snow depth on sea ice. Here we show the
evolution of snow depth on Arctic sea ice in 20th and 21st century integrations. We consider
these snow depth changes in the context of the changing Arctic sea ice area and snowfall
rates. We focus attention on the time evolution of snow depth in April as a measure of
integrated snow accumulation at the end of the ice-growth season. April also coincides with
the time when ringed seals most depend on snow to raise their young.
4.2

Methods and Validation

We use model output from historical and 21st century integrations from the CMIP5 archive
[Taylor et al., 2012b]. We show results for Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5
for the 21st century scenario. We choose this scenario because it has the highest radiative
forcing and hence is an upper bound of available scenarios. Declines in snow depth in the
RCP2.6 and RCP4.5 scenarios (shown in the Auxiliary materials Figure 4.5) occur on a
slower timescale. We use all models that archive snow data on sea ice and every available
ensemble member (Table 4.1) except where the CMIP5 archived data appeared incorrect.
Ensemble means are computed for each model, and then each model mean is weighted
uniformly in the multi-model means.
In the CMIP5 archive, the variable for snow depth on sea ice is the average over the
ocean covered portion of a grid cell (i.e., snow volume normalized by ocean area), with zero
depth over open water. We are interested in the snow depth on sea ice (i.e., snow volume
normalized by the sea ice area in each grid cell), so we divide the snow depth per unit ocean
area by the sea ice fraction per unit ocean area. We then compute monthly averages of
snow depth (normalized by sea ice area) weighted by area for sea ice-covered portion of the
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Table 4.1: Models used in snow depth on sea ice study.
Model

Institution

BCC-CSM1.1

Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration
(BCC)
Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCMA)
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques / Centre Europeen de Recherche et Formation Avancees en Calcul Scientifique (CNRM-CERFACS)
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (NOAA
GFDL)
Met Office Hadley Centre (MOHC)
Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University
of Tokyo), National Institute for Environmental Studies,
and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology
(MIROC)
Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (MPI-M)
Meteorological Research Institute (MRI)
Norwegian Climate Centre (NCC)

CanESM2
CCSM4
CNRM-CM5

GFDL-CM3
HadGEM2-ES
MIROC5

MPI-ESM-LR
MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-M

Ensembles
Hist. RCP8.5
3
1
5
4
10

5
5
5

5

1

1
1

1
1

3
5
3

3
1
1

ocean north of 70◦ N using the minimum threshold of 15% ice concentration on the ocean
grid. Henceforth in this paper we refer to this quantity as the snow depth north of 70◦ N.
In spring to first order, the depth of accumulated snow on sea ice depends on the timing
of autumn freeze-up and the winter snowfall rates. Second order impacts are discussed at
the end of this section. We assess the influence of both of these factors on April snow
depths. April is minimally affected by intermodel differences in melt-onset, and therefore,
analysis of April focuses our analysis on the cumulative effect of winter processes only. Snow
depths on flat ice of 20 – 32 cm are necessary to adequately protect young ringed seals from
predation and hypothermia [Lydersen et al., 1990; Hammill and Smith, 1991; Smith and
Lydersen, 1991; Ferguson et al., 2005]. For this analysis, we choose a conservative threshold
of 20 cm of snow in April to compare changes in area of sufficient snow depth for ringed
seal habitat.
Mean precipitation (both snow and rain) in the Arctic is computed for the Arctic ocean
area north of 70◦ N as area-weighted averages on the atmospheric grid. We compute mean
monthly precipitation from November to March as a conservative estimate of winter precipitation occurring after freeze-up and before melt-onset. In a given model over a given time
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period, the fraction of precipitation that falls as snow is roughly uniform from November
to March, though this fraction differs among models (See Aux. Fig. 4.5).
The multi-model mean April snow depth in the central Arctic (Fig. 4.1) compares well
with observational estimates from two sources. Warren et al. [1999] produced a climatological mean from measurements made by the Soviet North Pole drifting stations from
1954-1991 over a domain occupied by the stations in the central Arctic. In the same years
over the same domain, the multi-model mean April snow depth is 30.1 cm, about 10% below the estimate from the drifting stations, and the root mean square error (RMSE) after
removing the area mean bias is 2.4 cm. Warren et al. [1999] note that the drifting station
depths are measured only for multiyear ice and leads refrozen in early autumn, and they
argue that new ice forming after the first snow in September occupies only about 1% of the
area of the central Arctic in April. Kwok et al. [2011] provide a more recent snow depth
estimate using microwave radar measurements along three ∼2000 km transects in April
2009 primarily over the western central Arctic from Operation IceBridge. The multi-model
mean along the same transects for 2009 is 31.6 cm, about 11% below the IceBridge depths.
The individual models have spatial means in the range ±30% of the multi-model mean, and
more than 1/3 of the models have spatial means that are greater than observed. The spatial
pattern in the multi-model mean (Fig. 4.1) agrees well with the drifting station climatology
(See Fig. 9 in Warren et al. [1999]). Given this satisfactory agreement between model and
observations, we proceed with an analysis of the future change in snow depths.
The physical processes associated with snow cover in the sea ice component of climate
models are often simplified compared to those in the land component because of the computational expense involved with advection of every variable that describes sea ice conditions.
We are unaware of any fully-coupled climate models in which the sea ice component has a
time-varying snow density, takes into account degradation of snow from rain and refreezing,
or explicitly allows wind-blown snow redistribution (though some redistribute snow during
ice deformation events). The models also do not distinguish between level and ridged ice or
between multiyear and first-year ice, and so we are unable to characterize responses among
these different ice conditions. We discuss the consequences of these model simplifications
later.
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Figure 4.1: Multi-model mean April snow depth (cm) on sea ice for the periods 1981-2000
(left) and 2081-2100 (right) for RCP8.5. The multi-model mean is calculated from the
time-mean snow depths on sea ice for each model (or from each model ensemble), including
zeros from models when sea ice is absent. The white line is the multi-model mean 15% ice
concentration line for each period.

4.3

Results

Arctic snow depths averaged north of 70◦ N in April from 1850-2100 have little trend prior
to the 21st century in the multi-model mean and among individual models (Fig. 4.2a), but
snow depths in every model decrease substantially by the end of the period. In the RCP8.5
scenario, the multi-model mean snow depth in April is 28±7 cm for 1981-2000 and 16±5 cm
for 2081-2100. The uncertainty represents the intermodel spread and is calculated as one
standard deviation of the monthly means for all models over each period. In the RCP4.5
(RCP2.6) scenario, multi-model mean snow depth in April is 22±6 cm (25±6 cm) for 20812100, which corresponds to the mean snow depth for a 20-year period centered at 2053
(2034) under the RCP8.5 scenario. The multi-model mean of the relative decline in snow
depth in each model (i.e., relative decline of mean at 2081-2100 compared to 1981-2000) for
the RCP8.5 (RCP4.5, RCP2.6) scenario is 45±12% (23±7%, 13±6%) (See Aux. Fig. 4.5).
We also note that the relationship between snow depth in April versus global mean annual
temperature (a proxy for radiative forcing) is approximately linear across models. The
same can be said for the relationship between April snow depth and the minimum sea ice
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area in September until perennial sea ice disappears. That the slopes of these relationships
are similar under each RCP scenario indicates that modeled snow depth responds in the
same way in each model to both the forcing and the ice area, with only slightly different
sensitivities among models (See Aux. Fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.2: (a) 1850-2100 April snow depth averaged north of 70◦ N on sea ice, RCP8.5, for
ensemble means of individual CMIP5 models and the multi-model ensemble mean (black).
(b) Multi-model mean snow depth distribution in area for April, in 5 cm bins for the periods
1981-2000, 2031-2050, and 2081-2100. The distributions are calculated as the mean of the
snow depth distribution obtained for each model over each time period for north of 70◦N
where the sea ice concentration is >15%. This is different from the distribution for the
multi-model mean snow depth shown in Fig. 4.1, for which the variance has been much
reduced as a result of the averaging.

The decline in model spread over time (Fig. 4.2a) indicates that the models with larger
initial snow depths have greater rates of decline. Similar behavior is seen for the intermodel
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spread in sea ice thickness averaged north of 70◦ N but not for Arctic sea ice area [Bitz , 2008].
This similarity between transient rates of change in snow depth and sea ice thickness across
models is perhaps unsurprising considering that greater snow depths tend to accumulate
on thicker sea ice found along the Canadian archipelago — a behavior also seen in spatial
maps of snow depth from the drifting stations [Warren et al., 1999] and in an across-model
correlation of 1981-2000 April means of snow depth and sea ice thickness for averages north
of 70◦ N (R=0.56, no implied causality).
To demonstrate the impact on potential seal habitat, we show the multi-model mean
snow depth distribution in area for April in RCP8.5 (Fig. 4.2b). This indicates a substantial
loss of coverage for snow depths >20 cm over the 21st century. The total area of snow depth
>20 cm declines in RCP8.5 (RCP4.5) from a multi-model mean of 7.4±1.8 × 106 km2 in
1981-2000 to 2.4±1.9 × 106 km2 (4.7±2.4 × 106 km2 ) in 2081-2100. The multi-model mean
relative decline in the area of snow depth >20 cm across all models in RCP8.5 (RCP4.5)
is 69±21% (39±22%). The distributions are constructed as the average of the distribution
for each model for each time period, and thus retain information about the variance that is
lost in the spatial plot of multi-model mean snow depth as shown in Fig. 4.1. The spatial
maps of multi-model mean snow depth (Fig. 4.1) show the spatial pattern of decline by
the end of the 21st century. The relative decline in snow depth between the two periods is
similar across models and is in the range of 30 to 50% over most of the Arctic basin from the
20th to the 21st century (not shown), which is consistent with the decline in the mean snow
depth. (See Aux. Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 for spatial maps of snow depth in individual models.)
The decrease in April snow cover occurs in spite of an increase in snowfall in winter
months over the Arctic ocean (Fig. 4.3). The total precipitation (rain plus snow) in winter
months increases through the 21st century because moisture convergence into the Arctic
increases roughly according to the temperature dependence of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. This effect is seen in Fig. 4.3 and has been demonstrated in other studies of future
climate projections [Bengtsson et al., 2011]. For the months of November to March, the
multi-model mean snowfall rate increases in all models from 1981-2000 to 2081-2100, with
a mean increase of 27±16%, and a range from 5% to 51%. In the same months the multimodel mean increase in total precipitation is 69±21%, and so a substantial fraction of the
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increase in precipitation occurs as rain.
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Figure 4.3: Time series of multi-model mean November-March total precipitation (thick
black) and snowfall (thick grey) (kg m−2 month−1 ) from 1850-2100 in RCP8.5. Note the
increase in rainfall (the difference between these two curves) toward the end of the 21st century. April-May mean rainfall (thin black) (kg m−2 month−1 ) also shows a strong increase
over the same period and would contribute to faster spring melting of snow.

The time series of muti-model mean monthly rainfall averaged over April and May shows
an increase through the end of the 21st century in RCP8.5 (The lowest curve in Fig. 4.3).
The fraction of precipitation that falls as rain in April and May increases from 19±7%
to 44±7% in the multi-model mean over these two periods. Snowfall is roughly constant
in the multi-model mean for April and May, and therefore almost all of the increase in
precipitation in these months is in the form of rain.
We find that most of the change in snow depth in April during the 21st century is caused
by the delay in open water freeze-up, as illustrated by the multi-model mean climatology
of snowfall rate, snow depth on sea ice, and sea ice area for the two periods 1981-2000 and
2081-2100 (Fig. 4.4). The end of the 20th century has a roughly uniform snowfall rate in
autumn and winter months with a slight peak in October. The nearly linear increase in
snow depth on sea ice follows the linear increase in cumulative snowfall from September
through the beginning of the melt season in April. The sea ice area is lowest in September,
but grows rapidly to reach a plateau of maximum area in the region north of 70◦ N from
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Figure 4.4: Multi-model mean climatology of snowfall (top, kg m−2 month−1 ), snow depth
(middle, cm), and sea ice area (bottom, ×106 km2 ) for the periods 1981-2000 (left) and
2081-2100 (right). The area-weighted monthly means are computed for north of 70◦ N over
ocean (top) and for sea ice concentrations >15%, and the error bars represent one standard
deviation in monthly means across CMIP5 models used in this study. The top plots also
show the cumulative snowfall beginning in September (thin grey line, right axis, kg m−2
month−1 ) and the cumulative snowfall weighted by sea ice area (i.e., the lower panel) and
normalized by the maximum climatological sea ice area from 1981-2000 (thick grey line,
right axis, kg m−2 month−1 ). Months are from September through August.

By the end of the 21st century, the multi-model mean snowfall rates averaged north of
70◦ N have a larger seasonal variation, with a higher peak in winter and lower trough in
summer compared to the end of the 20th century (top panels, Fig. 4.4). In addition, the
timing of the snowfall peak shifts from October to December, as more of the precipitation
falls as rain in autumn months. The cumulative snowfall averaged north of 70◦ N increases
slowly at first and then roughly linearly after December before plateauing by May. The
cumulative snowfall by April changes little over the 21st century (thin grey lines in top
panels of Fig. 4.4). Over the period 2081-2100, mean snow depths do not follow the
seasonal timing of cumulative snowfall, however. Instead, snow depths begin their seasonal
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increase only in December and then increase linearly through April. Snow on sea ice does
not deepen in autumn for lack of sea ice on which to accumulate. By the end of the 21st
century, the multi-model mean April snow depth north of 70◦ N is 55% as deep as at the
end of the 20th century. The cumulative sum of snowfall weighted by the sea ice area (thick
grey lines in upper panels of Fig. 4.4) in April in 2081-2100 is 54% as large as in 1981-2000,
indicating that the reduction in sea ice area in autumn and early winter is the primary cause
of the decline in April snow depth. (See Auxiliary materials Figure 4.5 for climatology of
snowfall, rainfall, snow depth, and sea ice area for individual models.)
4.4

Discussion and Conclusions

In CMIP5 models April snow depths in the central Arctic hold fairly steady throughout the
20th century and then decline sharply during the 21st. Mean April snow depths north of
70◦ N decrease by 45% in the RCP8.5 scenario at the end of the 21st century compared to
the 20th century. Regions with deeper snow decrease fastest, as do models with unusually
deep snow.
The decrease in snow depths is caused by the decrease in sea ice area in the autumn
and early winter in the 21st century, corresponding to a reduction in the area of ice that
survives the melt season (hence a loss of multiyear sea ice). Though the winter snowfall
rate increases, there is a compensating decrease in snowfall rate during autumn, so the
cumulative snowfall from September to April is nearly unchanged at the end of the 21st
century. When accounting for the loss of sea ice as a platform to collect snow in autumn
and early winter, the amount of snowfall that can accumulate is greatly reduced over the
21st century.
The observed distribution of snow depths across the Arctic today and recent sharp
decline in multiyear sea ice lend support to our findings. April snow depths are greatest
where sea ice is thick and concentrations are highest in early autumn (in observations,
Warren et al. [1999], and models, Fig. 4.1). In contrast snow depths are usually below
average where much of the area is covered by firstyear sea ice. Even in regions that have a
mixed population of firstyear and multiyear sea ice, April snow depths on multiyear sea ice
are about double those on firstyear ice [Kurtz and Farrell, 2011]. A characteristic of Arctic
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sea ice trends is the faster pace of decline of thicker, multiyear sea ice compared to firstyear
sea ice [Comiso, 2012], so it stands to reason that there would be a corresponding reduction
in the mean snow depth in April.
Our conclusions about the controls on 21st century snow depths hinge on only a modest
increase in winter snowfall rates as demonstrated by the models. However, from the cumulative snowfall rates in (Fig. 4.4, thick gray lines), we estimate that by end of the 21st
century in RCP8.5 snowfall rates would need to double from September through April to
compensate for the effect of the later freeze-up of autumn sea ice.
Modeling studies show that artificially enhancing the snow depth causes sea ice to become
thinner via reduced growth rates at either pole [Maykut and Untersteiner , 1971; Huwald
et al., 2005; Powell et al., 2005], provided the snow mass is insufficient to drive the sea icesnow interface below sea level and cause snow-to-ice conversion. The CCSM4, which has
among the deepest snow covers among the models we analyzed, has a negligible amount of
snow-to-ice conversion in the Arctic and it remains negligible throughout the 21st century
even for RCP8.5. Since decreases in snow depth induce enhanced growth rates, we infer
that reduced snow depths as the Arctic warms in the 21st century will lessen the thinning
of sea ice.
Based solely on a 20 cm April snow depth threshold, we estimate that the mean area of
potential habitat for ringed seal reproduction north of 70◦ N decreases by nearly 70% over
the 21st century in RCP8.5 in the CMIP5 models. Ringed seals build subnivean lairs in snow
drifts that form near hummocks of deformed sea ice, and survival of seal pups diminishes in
locations without at least 20 cm of snow on level sea ice in April [e.g., Hammill and Smith,
1991; Ferguson et al., 2005; Lukin et al., 2006]. We have used the lower estimate (20 cm)
for the minimum snow depth on level ice necessary for seal subnivean lair success, though
Ferguson et al. [2005] found that the snow depth needs to be greater than 32 cm. These
studies also show that sea ice deformation is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for lair
success. We have not excluded deformation-free regions in our analysis of the snow depth
distribution in the models because deformation data are absent in the CMIP5 archive. Rain
events in the Arctic spring are also known to cause the collapse of snow caves [Stirling and
Smith, 2004]. We note therefore that an increase in April and May rainfall as simulated
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in the CMIP5 models would further impact seal habitat, an impact not quantified here.
Though the calculated change in area of suitable ringed seal habitat depends in part on
knowledge of the relevant snow depth threshold, the effect of a different choice of threshold
can be ascertained from Fig. 4.2b.
To the best of our knowledge, the sea ice in CMIP5 models is generally unaffected by
rainfall since rainfall is deposited directly into the ocean in the models, with no interaction
with snow or sea ice. In reality rain falling during the ice growth season would likely affect
snow aging, density, and thermodynamic processes associated with ice growth. Rain falling
on sea ice during the melt season would affect snow morphology and albedo, accelerate snow
loss during the beginning of the melt season and potentially accelerate ice loss. These and
other thermodynamic effects associated with snow on sea ice are only now being investigated
in the context of a global model [O. Lecomte, pers. comm.].
For a given forcing scenario, CMIP5 models may underestimate the decrease in wintertime accumulated snow depth for at least two reasons. First, rainfall rates in CMIP5 models
increase during both the winter and spring, though the effect on net snow accumulation and
morphology is not fully considered in the sea ice components of global climate models. Second, decreases in sea ice concentration in the autumn and early winter could also cause loss
of drifting snow into leads. Changes to the sea ice surface topography (hummock height and
distribution) are expected due to changes in the deformation rate as well as the proportion
of firstyear and multiyear ice. The nature and seasonality of these changes and their effect
on drifting snow, and by extension seal habitat, is unknown. The considerable decline in
21st century snow depths in the CMIP5 models and the relevance for seal habitat motivate
further investigation into the impact of these additional factors.
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4.5

Auxiliary Figures

The following figures (Fig. 4.5 through 4.5) are contained in the Auxiliary Materials of the
manuscript for this chapter.

Snow depth (cm)

CMIP5 April multi-model mean snow depth
on sea ice Arctic north of 70N

Year

Figure 4.5: Time series of multi-model mean snow depth (cm) for all models in RCP8.5,
RCP4.5, and RCP2.6 scenarios. Calculated as a 20 year centered running mean. Shaded
regions represent one standard deviation in the multi-model mean across all models.
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Figure 4.6: For each model, the mean April snow depth (m) versus global annual mean
temperature (K) (left panels) and mean snow depth (m) versus sea ice area (×106 km2 )
(right panels) for the RCP8.5 (top) and RCP4.5 (bottom) scenarios. The time series for each
quantity is calculated as a 20 year running mean and means for 1981-2000 (circle), 20312050 (square) and 2081-2100 (diamond) are noted. The slopes in left panels indicate roughly
similar sensitivity in each model to global annual mean temperature (an approximation to
global mean forcing). The spread among the lines (in both snow depth as well as global
mean temperature) is indicative of the climate bias in each model. The sensitivity of snow
depth to increases in global mean temperature is -0.034 m/K (range: -0.019 to 0.051 m/K)
for RCP8.5 and -0.032 m/K (range: -0.015 to -0.056 m/K) for RCP4.5 for the period 19812100. The right panels show that the sensitivity of snow depth to the rapid loss in minimum
sea ice area is roughly uniform (i.e. similar slopes) until mid-century, when snow depths
decline dramatically though minimum sea ice areas are already near zero. Declines in mean
snow depth for both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 are 0.013 m/106 km2 (range: 0.005 to 0.027 m/106
km2 ) for 1981-2050. Declines increase to 0.027 m/106 km2 (range: 0.012 to 0.066 m/106
km2 ) for RCP4.5 and 0.080 m/106 km2 (range: 0.015 to 0.20 m/106 km2 ) for RCP8.5 for
2031-2100.
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Figure 4.7: Mean snow depth (m) (1981-2000) on sea ice for each of the 10 models as in
Figure 1 of the main manuscript.
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Figure 4.8: Mean snow depth (m) (2081-2100) on sea ice for each of the 10 models as in
Figure 4.1 of the main manuscript.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
Past studies have claimed a relationship between ice core records of MSA and sea ice
extent. This first part (Chapters 2 and 3) of this dissertation examines this relationship
in detail within the context of a chemical transport model. In the model, we probe the
relationships of component steps in the sulfur cycle, from DMS emissions from the ocean
surface to MSA and nssSO2−
4 deposition in Antarctica, and show no robust relationship on
interannual time scales between MSA and sea ice. On glacial-interglacial time scales, we use
nssSO2−
4 to show that the MSA variability is likely related to post-depositional processes.
In this chapter, we discuss the results in the broader context of primary productivity and
DMS emissions from the sea ice zone, the sulfur cycle and halogen oxidation, and wet and
dry deposition processes in Antarctica.
The second part (Chapter 4) of this dissertation examines the effect a warming climate
on snow depth on Arctic sea ice, using the CMIP5 model data archive. We find that the
decrease in sea ice extent during the autumn (ie., later sea ice freeze-up) dominates the
decrease in snow depth at the end of the winter, in spite of an increase in snowfall rates
during the winter in the 21st century. In a conservative estimate, the models predict a
decrease by 70% in potential habitat of ringed seals in the spring. In Section 5.4 below, we
discuss future work for a similar study for Antarctic sea ice.
5.1

DMS emissions from the sea ice

Chapter 3 leaves open the question of whether DMS emissions are higher in the LGM than
in the modern period. Though we think that DMS emissions are at least as high in the
LGM as the modern period based on modeled nssSO2−
4 compared to observations on the
East Antarctic Plateau, it is possible that DMS emissions could be much higher in the sea ice
zone during during the LGM. Given the larger winter extent of sea ice in the LGM and the
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Figure 4.9: Climatology for each of the 10 models for snowfall and rainfall, snow depth, and
ice area for north of 70 N, similar to Figure 4.4 in the main manuscript. For each model, the
climatology is given for the periods 1981-2000 (Historical) (left) and 2081-2100 (RCP8.5)
(right). Errorbars are 1 standard deviation of means from all available ensemble members in
the given period. (Top) Stacked snowfall (red) and rainfall rates (yellow), where the total
represents the the total precipitation rate (kg/m2 /month), as an area-weighted average
over the ocean north of 70 N. The grey line is the cumulative snowfall (kg/m2 , right axis).
(Middle) Snow depth (cm), area-weighted average over sea ice north of 70 N for sea ice
concentration > 15%. (Bottom) Ice area (x106 km2 ) north of 70 N for sea ice concentration
> 15%. Months are from September through August.
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potentially large seasonal ice zone, if summer sea ice extent is in fact close to the modern day
extent, the sea ice may have a much larger impact on the sulfur cycle in the LGM than in the
modern period. A biogeochemical model of sea ice and biological productivity coupled with
a global climate model could yield interesting insights into the potential magnitude of DMS
emissions in the LGM and information about aerosol formation and cloud condensation
nucleii (CCN) over an ice covered Southern Ocean. A biogeochemical model would also
help constrain the variation in DMS production between the open ocean and sea ice zones,
and estimate the effect of sea ice on the seawater DMS concentrations as a result of some of
the strong physical drivers in the retreating sea ice such as the stratification in the surface
ocean. There may also be other influences of the sea ice zone on gas exchange with the
atmosphere, some of which are outlined by Loose et al. [2011] and include sea ice motion as
a mixing mechanism in the upper ocean layer.
5.2

DMS oxidation and influence of halogens

The oxidation chemistry of DMS in the atmosphere is very complex and still not well
understood [von Glasow and Crutzen, 2004]. Global model simulations of the sulfur cycle
using both very simple and complex chemistry mechanisms capture the broad features of
SO2 and SO2−
4 reasonably well. However, evidence of high halogen concentrations associated
with sea ice combined with the sensitivity of DMS to oxidation by BrO as shown here
demonstrates that an understanding of DMS chemistry with regard to halogens is especially
important in the polar regions. Our results indicate that reaction of DMS with halogens
may be an important control on the relative yields of MSA to nssSO2−
4 . Constraints on
both the seasonal concentrations of the oxidants (e.g., BrO) and the chemical mechanisms
are necessary to capture the specifics of the sulfur cycle in the high latitudes.
5.3

Wet and dry deposition in the polar regions

The Antarctic atmosphere is characterized by a persistent stable boundary layer, diurnal
katabatic surface wind regime, steep topographical features originating at the coast, and a
precipitation regime that varies by more than two orders of magntitude from the coast to
the interior plateau.

We have found in a sensitivity simulation that variation of the wet
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deposition scavenging rate has the potential to set the coast-to-inland gradient in deposition
fluxes. The parameterization also determines the total amount of MSA and nssSO2−
4 transport to Antarctica since it influences the lifetimes of both MSA and nssSO2−
4 . Since the
wet deposition flux parameterization in GEOS-Chem has not been adapted to the specific
conditions for Antarctica, the ability of the model to capture the absolute magnitudes of
deposition fluxes in agreement with observations remains challenging.
The resolution of the model, here 2◦ ×2.5◦ or 4◦ ×5◦ , also influences the deposition rates
in Antarctica via the influence on precipitation. Since even the 2◦ ×2.5◦ resolution does not
resolve Antarctic topography very well, the influence of topographical features in the precipitation and thus the wet deposition may not be well captured. Furthermore, in Chapter
2 we investigated the impact of a higher resolution boundary layer on model results. In
the 2◦ ×2.5◦ simulations that use meteorological data from a better resolved boundary layer
(GEOS-5) there was less sulfur transport to Antarctica, a larger fraction of dry deposition,
and shorter DMS lifetimes due to less transport out of the boundary layer into the free
troposphere. Though this difference still did not change the results presented in Chapter 2,
it is conceivable that the combination horizontal and boundary layer resolution in the model
affects the ability to correctly model the absolute deposition fluxes of MSA and nssSO2−
4
especially in the coastal regions.
5.4

Snow depths on sea ice

In Chapter 4, we showed that the decline in spring snow depth through the 21st century in
the CMIP5 models is primarily related to the decrease in early autumn ice extent, which
results in a decreased amount of time for snow to accumulate through the winter. This occurs
in spite of an increase in winter snowfall in the models. Given the simplified treatment
of modeled snow accumulation in the sea ice domain and expected increases in rainfall
as a fraction of precipitation, the decline in snow depth shown by the models is likely
conservative. Other thermodynamic and radiative effects resulting from the interactions
between snow, rain-on-snow, and sea ice are not considered by the current generation of
climate models. Snow redistribution and changes in sea ice deformation rates are also
expected in the future, and their effect on snow depths and seal habitat is unknown.
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A similar study of Southern Ocean snow depth on sea ice will follow. A preliminary
analysis of the Antarctic snow depths on sea ice shows that the analysis of snow depth
decline in the Arctic is not applicable to the Antarctic. The Antarctic sea ice area has been
increasing slightly in past decades, in contrast to the strong decrease in the Arctic, though
it is expected that a warmer climate will result in reduced sea ice extent in the Antarctic as
well [Arzel et al., 2006]. Furthermore, the large area of first year (i.e., relatively thin) sea
ice and the formation of snow-ice may determine the maximum snow depth at the end of
the austral winter, even in the face of an increasing snowfall rate.
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